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Control Hardwarefor an Ultrasound lmaging System, by RichardH. Jundanian,Janet
R. Accettura,and JohnN. Dukes Ihis subsystemprovidesan operatorwithan easy-fo-use
interfaceto a complicateddiagnosflcsystem.
Uftrasound System Software, by Joseph M. Luszcz, WilliamA. Koppes, David C.
Hempstead,and RobertJ. Kunz Keepingthe components
of a complexmedicatinstrument
operatingsmoothlyrequiresa sophisticated
softwaresystem.
EfectronicScannerfor a Phased-ArrayUltrasoundTransducer,by RonaldD. Gatzke,
JamesT.Fearnside,and SydneyM. Karp A clevermasterlslave
designreducestheamount
of circuitryrequiredfor a 64-elementtransducerarray.
A MixingSchemeto Focusa TransducerArrayDynamically,by RobertN.McKnight An
architecturebasedon a commonsummingdelayline eliminatestheneedfor many separate
delaylines.
Display Systemfor Ultrasoundlmages, by RaymondG. O'Connell,JamesR. Mniece,
andAlwynP. D'Sa M-modetraces,secforscan images,andphysiological
waveforms
from
eitherrea|timeor storeddatacan be formattedand displayedby thissubsysfemfor easymedical
observation
and analysis.
Authors
1983Index
FusedSilica CapillaryColumnsfor Gas Chromatography,by PautA. Larson,BruceL.
Ryder,and ThomasJ. Stark Usingfiberoplics technologyto makecolumnsof fusedsitica
hasyieldeddramaticimprovements
rn GC measurements.

In this Issue:
Sometimes
a significant
development
doesn'tgettheattention
it deserves.
In 1979,when
HP introduced
the fusedsilicacapillarycolumn,therewasn'tmuchfanfareoutsideof the
gas chromatography
community,even thoughhere was a technological
breakthroughif
ever therewas one. Nobodyhad tried beforeto makeGC columnsthe way opticalfibers
aremade,andtheresultswerespectacular.
Thenewcolumnshadmuchgreaterseparating
powerandresultsweremuchmorereproducible,
notjustfromrunto run,butto an unprecedenteddegree,fromcolumnto column.On the occasionof theirintroduction
of a newline
of fusedsilicacolumns,
theseries5309.columns,
weaskedtheengineers
at Hp'sAvondale,
Pennsylvania
Divisionto startat the beginning
andbringus up to dateon thistechnology.
Theirstorybegins
on page35.On ourcoverthismonthyoucanseesomefusedsilicacolumns-long,thintubes,someas long
as 50 meters,woundinto coils of differentsizes.The largest-diameter
coil is one of the new Series530g.
columns.In the background
is a chromatogram,
a recordof what a detectorat the end of a fusedsilica
capillarycolumnsaw aftera vaporizedsampleof somecompound-a rathercomplexone-was put in at the
otherend.Eachtypeof moleculepresentin the samplecomesout at a different
timeandcausesa peakin
the detectoroutput.The gas chromatograph
was an HP 5880A,similarto the instruments
usedrecentlyto
detectdruguseby athletes,an application
givenwideattentlonin the newsmedia.
Also in this issueyou'llfind articlescompleting
the designstoryof the HP 77O2OA
Ultrasound
lmaging
Systemwe beganin October.Hereare the insidedetailsof the sophisticated,
creativedesignthat makes
thisverycomplexinstrument
friendly
andeasyto useinclinical
diagnosis.
Threedifferent
hardware
subsystems,
eachwith its own microcomputer,
are coordinatedby the systemsoftware(page6). The controller(page3)
has overallcommandof the instrument.
The scanner(page13)steersthe beamof ultrasound
andfocuses
the systemdynamicallyso that featuresat differentdepthsare alwaysin focus.The displaysystem(page
20) formatsdatafromseveralsourcesfor displayand recording.
A commonthemein thesearticlesis that
of ingenuity
overcomplexity-functions
thatmighthavebeenprohibitively
expensive
or complicated
to implementare madepracticalby cleverdesign.
December
is our annualindexissue.The 1983indexbeginson page30.
-R. P. Dolan
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ControlHardwarefor an Ultrasound
lmagingSystem
Coordinatingthe varioussubsysfems,peripherals,and
operatorcommandsfor HP'sdiagnosticimagingsystem
controllerhardware.
requiressophisticated
by RichardH. Jundanian,Janet R. Accettura,and John N. Dukes
HE HP 779oo& ULTRASOUND CONTROLLERprovides the interface between the user and the HP
77O2oA Ultrasound Imaging System (Fig. r).1 It
housesthe primary video display, the front control panels,
the system CPU, and the I/O system. The CPU (central
processingunit) interfacesthe 77O2OAto the operator by
scanning the front-panel controls. Three printed circuit
assembliesprovide the interface hardware required to support the video cassetterecorder (VCR),various physiological amplifiers, the stripchart recorder, and the video camera. The block diagramin Fig. 2 shows the assembliesthat
are included in the 77900A Controller.
CPU Card
The CPU card in the controller contains the microprocessor, a PHI chip, EPROM (electrically programmable
read-only memory), and other control logic. Also located
on the board are a four-digit, seven-segmentLED display
and a software reset switch for debugging software.
The microprocessoris a proprietary CMOS-SOS(siliconon-sapphire) 16-bit-parallel microcontroller with TTLcompatible inputs and outputs. It operates as a synchronous device running on a single-phaseclock and has
bidirectional data and address buffers. The PHI chip controls the internal system bus based on the HP-IB (IEEE4BB)
and interfaces the rest of the system to the CPU card' A
connector can be attached to this card to monitor the software when testing the system. AIso located on this card
are 4K words of software containing most of the kernel
tests that run at system start-uP.
Memory/Clock Card
The memory/clock card contains the CPU's memory
stack, which is the majority of the controller's RAM and
EPROM. This card incorporates a special memory bankswitching scheme (see page 8), volatile and nonvolatile
RAM, a real-time clock, and timing logic.
The 16-bit microprocessorsupportsa 64K addressspace.
The system designates40K of this spacefor EPROM and
24K for testing and VO. Since 40K is not sufficient for
programming, bank switching is used, allowing a total of
80K words of program memory divided into seven banks
and one common area.Bank switching is accomplishedby
loading an I/O register with the bank number desired, and
addressingan ID PROM that contains the programmed logic
neededto enablethe appropriate EPROMs.
The controller's RAM is also located on the memory/

clock card. 4K words of volatile RAM are used for the stack
and scratchpadmemory and 2K words of CMOS batterybacked RAM are used to store important systemand userentered information. Among the items stored in the nonvolatile memory is the data for the various analysispackages,system configuration, and patient ID.
The real-time clock on the memory/clock card generates
the time and date needed for document annotation. It is
also battery-backedto allow operation when the system is
shut down.
VCR/Physio Card
The VCR/physiocard in the controller is primarily used
to monitor and control the VCR signals.Speciallevel-shift-

Fig. 1. HP Model 77020A lJltrasound lmaging System provides both M-mode and fuvo-dimensionalsector scans ol
human tissuefor cardiac, obstetric,and abdominal examina'
tions.
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ing buffers interface the card to the different VCR,sthat can
be used with the 77O2OASystem. Status and contol registers monitor and conhol the present state of the chosen
VCR. The counting circuit on the VCR/physio card monitors
the frame count and an EPROM on the card controls the
VCR frame-count logic, since different VCRs can have different count sequences.
Also located on the VCR/physio card is circuity that
accepts physiological data, digitizes it, and stores it in the
lKx 12-bit physio RAM. The digitizing circuitry consists
of a discrete precision analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
and its conesponding conhols and a comparator located
on the controller's analog card. The physio RAM is accessed
by the system software to display the digitized physiological waveform.
Tll/Frame Gard
The Ttvl/frame card provides line buffering of M-mode
and frame data for output to the shipchart recorder. This
requires two dual-port 1Kx s-bit memories. The card also
contains a 1Kx 8-bit memory for storing annotation information to be included on the stripchart copy.
The T?rflframe card synchronizes a sample clock to the
M-mode line foranalog-to-digital conversion in the analog
card. The digital data is then formatted and stored in memory. The Tlvl/frame card also sends digital control information to the analog card to configure it for output to the
stripchart recorder.
Analog Cald
The analog card is responsible for ttre analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog data conversions, physiological sampling and mixing, and the generation of the necessary
waveforms to drive the stripchart recorder, iagluding the
horizontal sweep, the input speed, and the video sipal.
The digital data is sent to the analog card from the Tlvf/
frame card. There are control lines to configure the analog
card for output to the stripchart recorder. These include a
horizontal sweep rate consistent with the nscalfling mode
as well as control for the proper speed output.
Stripcfi art Recorder Interlace
The primary use of the stripchart recorder is to provide
hard-copy recording for continuous real-time M-mode. The
latent image is developed by passing current tlrorrgh fts
carbon backing of the recorder's dr5rsilver paper. The stripchart recorder is internally gemma-corrected to compensate
for the nonlinearities in the image density of its paper.
The recorder inter{ace is responsible for providing each
line of image data to the recorder. Control information is
From Dlsplay
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Fig.3. Blackcurue:Sampledensityyersusexposurecharacteristicfor dry silver paper.Colorcurve: Two-breakpoint
approximationof black curve.
sent to the interface from the conholler via tle 16-bit micropnocessor'saddress and data buses. The 35-bit parallel
conhol data is latched into four microprocessor VO ports
to controlthe hardware ontheTlvl/frame and analog cards.
The interface uses two 1K x S-bit memories for buffering
the image data. An image is generated by writing one line
into one of the two memories and tlen configuring that
memory to be the output memory. Meanwhile, the other
memory is configured to accept the next image line. These
dual memories are toggled between input and output to
create the image. The display memory is accessed at an
ouQut rate that provides a 4-WIz sweep to the stripchart
recorder. Contiuuity is ensured by not allowing a memory
switch to occur before the end of a sweep. Since the input
of data comes at a much slower rate than the sweep time,
the same image line is repeated for several sweeps. The
resul':ng gray-scale image is a smooth filled-in picture with
no blank lines between data lines.
The M-mode data from the scanner is sent to the analog
card where it goes through an ADC, is processed digitally,
and then is sent to a digital-to-analog converter [DAC) for
final output to tle stripchart recorder. Some of the data is
retumed to the Tlvl/frame card for use in selecting the recorder parameters.
The recorder interface can operate in one of tiree modes:
a frame record mode, an M-mode recording mode, and a
gray-scale test pattern. The frame record is generated by
transferring a frozen i-age line-by-line from the 77l2l,il's
scan converter memor!, to the controller via the internal
IIP-IB.
An M-moderecording is formed by enablingthe sampled
M-mode data onto the memory data bus. This M-mode data
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Ffg. 2- Block diagram of the
779OOA Controller for the Hp
77O2OA Ultrasqtnd
lmaging
Systern.

is sent to the recorder from the scanner as a video signal
along with M-mode gates to synchronize the data conversion. Sampling is at a depth-dependentrate,and eachsample is five bits of gray scale.
The gray-scaletest bar pattern sent from the 16-bit microprocessoris used to set up the recorder'sblack-and-white
front-panel controls.
The recorder interface can also display time and depth
calibration marks on the stripchart recorder. For this purpose, there is a 1Kx8-bit memory on the TM/frame card
written by the microprocessor.Each tK x 1 column is used
for a particular type of mark. One word from the memory
representsone pixel on the paper. As the memory is read,
any bit aNoed with its corresponding control gatecan write
a black mark on the paper. These marks are mixed with
the video signalbeforegoingto the DAC on the analogcard.
There is also a self-test mode activated by setting the
control bits appropriately.The controller then has control
of the interface clocks and can single-step the interface
through any of its operations.
Audio Card
Beneaththe 77900A'scontrol panelsis the multipurpose
audio card, the driver for the 77O2OASystem'sspeakeror
audiophones.There are three different audio signals.One
is an error tone, or beep, output whenever there is an
operator enor. The ECG R-wave tone, derived from the
electrocardiographic R-wave, informs the operator of the
electrical activity of the heart, which is useful for
physiological timing. Finally, the VCR's audio track is
routed through this card so that comments recorded by the
operator with a microphone plugged into the front panel
of the audio card can be heard during playback. There is
a control for adjusting the volume of the R-wave tone and
VCR audio track. Alongside the volume control are the system reset button and the black-and-white controls for the
display's brightnessand contrast.
Control Panels
The vertical control panel containing the imaging controls is connected to the system through the horizontal
control panel, which contains the joystick, keyboard and
control panel electronics. This panel is scanned by the
microprocessor on the CPU card and contains the alphanumeric keyboard and the ECG and VCR controls.
60-Hz Display
Tlrre77O2OA'sprimary display uses a noninterlaced raster scan to eliminate display flicker. The 77O2OA'sscan
converter provides the main display with 60 frames every
second. The frame rate can be changed to 50 Hz by using
internal jumpers. The display circuitry provides high-voltage regulation to prevent distortion of the image at high
brightness settings.
Another important feature of the main display is gamma
correction, which provides a linear gray scale to the user
from a linear video input. This allows matching the different hard-copy outputs to the main display. Each output
modality used in the ultrasound system introduces its own
characteristic nonlinearity, which impacts the gray scale
observedfrom that device. As a result each peripheral re-

quires its own gamma correction. In the case of the stripchart recorder, the gamma correction is matched to the dry
silver papercharacteristic.Similarly, the Polaroid'" camera
is gamma-correctedto match the Polaroid film characteristics. In the caseof the primary display, the gammacorrection is implemented to accommodatethe CRT'scharacteristics and the logarithmic responseof the observer'seye. The
result is a linear density change on the output medium for
a linear input video signal. The gamma correction curves
have been implemented in an analog fashion in the primary
display as well as in the peripherals.Two-breakpoint approximations (Fig. 3) to the required curves are adequate
to provide the required linearity.
Camera
A camera is also available for hard copy of frame data.
The 77O2OA'sscan converter provides a composite video
signal to a 1000-line monitor with a Polaroid camera
mounted on the front. The shutter is controlled remotely
from the 77O2OA'sfront panel. A fixed number of frames
are sent to the camera from the display subsystem.Several
types of Polaroidfilm areavailablefor usewith this camera.
Gamma correction compensates for the nonlinearities in
the film so that the gray scale for the copy appears the
same as observedon the display.
Video Cassette Recorder
A VCR can be used to store real-time images and other
video data and allow for their future playback and analysis.
The VCR's audio track can record the physician's comments, the patient's heartsound, and R-wave timing information. To allow system software control and status
monitoring by the 77O2OA,the remote control data is connected from the VCR to the controller's CPU via the previously describedVCR/physiocard.
Two different types of VCRs are supported directly by
the system. The Sony 323MD has a Beta@video cassette
format and the PanasonicNVB200hasa VHS@video format.
These recorders can be mounted either inside the system
cart, or on top of the controller when the stripchart recorder
is mounted in the cart.
Reference
1. L.W. Banks,"An UltrasoundImagingSystem,"Hewlett-PockVol. 34,no. 10,October1983.
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CORRECTION
In the October issue, the formula for fm-son page 20 leftout a factor of 2r. The correct
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UltrasoundSystemSoftware
Coordinatingthe operationof the complexsubsysfemsrn
HP'sultrasoundimagingsysfemis a comprehensive
softwaresysfemusrnganinternalbusbased on the HP-lB.
Joseph M. Luszcz,WilliamA. Koppes,DavidC. Hempstead,and RobertJ. Kunz
OFTWARE IS AN INTEGRAL PART of the HP
77O2OAUltrasound Imaging System. It implements
all control actions and gives the system its "personality." The software sets up the hardware, controls image
acquisition, and processesphysiological data such as ECG
and heartsound waveforms. In addition, computational features such as cardiac and obstetric analysis are implemented in the system software.
The software is responsible for coordinating three subsystems:the 772OOAScanner (page 13), 774OOADisplay
Subsystem(page2o), and 77900A Controller (page3). Each
subsystem contains its own 16-bit proprietar5r microprocessor.
The scanner software sets up and times the generation
and reception of the acoustic lines used to create the ultrasound image. The display subsystem software sets up
the high-speed interpolating hardware to accept the acoustic line data from the scanner. It also controls the lwiting
of text and graphics and the video generation circuitry.
Further, it supplies image data to the controller when
needed to produce hard-copy records. The controller software continually monitors the state of the front-panel controls, along with any other inputs that might require a response by the system (such as the detection of the R wave
in the ECG waveform). When an input is detected that
demands a response by the system, the required changes
are initiated by the controller software. In addition to implementing the operator interface and coordinating the system hardware, the controller software also controls the generation of all hard copy produced by the system.
Coordination of the three subsystems is accomplished
by sending commands from the controller to the other subsystems over the 77O2OASystem's internal HP-IB (IEEE
488).The processingof commandsreceivedby eachsubsystem typically results in the activation of one or more software modules within that subsvstem.At the lowest level.

data flow and processingchangesare implemented by writing and reading various hardware registers. In some cases
data is returned over the HP-IB in responseto the transmitted command.
In additionto hardware control and system coordination,
the ultrasound system software also provides a variety of
data processingcapabilities such asthe sampling, compression, smoothing and display of physiological waveforms.
Recently, a new software package was integrated into the
system to allow a clinician to analyze the images generated
on-line, and produce clinical reports. Without the flexibility provided by a software-based system, enhancements
such as these would not be possible.
The HP{B in the Ultrasound System
The three ultrasound subsystems communicate as devices on an internal bus based on the HP-IB structure. A
proprietary LSI chip called PHI is used to interface the
processor within each subsystem to this bus. The TZSOOA
Controller serves as bus controller, while the 77400A Display Subsystem (DSS) and772OOA Scanner act as talkers
and listeners with no control capability. A special protocol
is followed by all subsystemsusing the bus. This protocol
servesfour purposes:
I It allows a command to be transmitted only when the
destination device is ready to receive it.
I It provides severaldifferent priority levels for commands
to the samedevice, permitting each subsystemto execute
several commands concurrently at different priorities.
r It provides some synchronization between devices.
r It provides error checking and the ability to retransmit
commands received in error.
Using the ultrasound system communication protocol,
three different kinds of data transfers take place between
the controller and the other subsystems.These are:
r Mnemonic commands-multiple-byte commands sent
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by the controller subsystem, consisting of a secondary
address marking the transfer as a mnemonic command,
a byte indicating the command priority level, two ASCII
bytes designating the command, optional parameter
bytes, and a checksum byte.
r Secondary listen address commands-simple commands consisting of only a secondary listen addresssent
by the controller to the DSS or scanner.
r Input transfer with secondary talk address-data transfers from the DSS or scanner to the controller.
The protocol makes use of various HP-IB structures to
transfer these three kinds of data while providing the desired handshaking and error detection. All transfers are
between the controller and one of the noncontrolling devices, never between two noncontrollers. The key feature
of the protocol is that a transfer can only take place with
a device that has signaled its readinessto processa transfer
with an affirmative parallel poll response.
When the system powers up or is reset,the internal HP-IB
is prepared for communication by the bus start-up sequence. This sequence begins when the controller sends
the interface clear signal IFC followed by remote enable
REN.Each device responds with a service request SRQand
the controller confirms receipt of the SRQby sending a
specific secondarylisten addressto each device. On receipt
of the secondary address, each device cancels the SRQand
responds affirmatively to a parallel poll, indicating it is
ready to process the first command.
When the controller wishes to send a mnemonic command to a device, it first checks that the parallel poll response is affirmative from the device in question. The device is addressed with the secondary listen address 31 to
indicate that a mnemonic command is being transmitted.
Then command bytes are sent. When a command byte is
received, the device changes its parallel poll response to
negative. The last byte of the command is a checksum byte,
but it is not transmitted by the controller until the parallel
poll responsefrom the addresseddevice is verified as negative. The device then comparesthe received checksum byte
against the sum of the command bytes it has calculated. If
they match, the parallel poll responseis settrue once again.
If a checksum mismatch is detected on the receipt of any
mnemonic command, the device delays the setting of parallel poll true and SRQis assertedinstead. When the controller detects an SRQ,it conducts a serial poll to determine
which device is requesting service,then inputs statusbytes
from that device to determine the reason for the SRQ.In
this case, the status indicates a command checksum error
has occurred, so the messageis tagged to indicate this and
is retransmitted when the device is available. After sending
the status bytes, the device once more sets parallel poll
true, indicating its readiness to receive another command
(which may be a retransmission of the previous command).
One special type of mnemonic command is a primary
command to the DSS. This command reinitializes the DSS
into a new screen format, and any processingbegun on the
old screen format must be discarded so as not to clutter
the new screen. A special secondary address (30) is sent
instead of the standard address to identify the command
as primary. When parallel poll is asserted after this command is received, the DSSclearsits queuesof all commands

being processedexcept for the primary command, and the
controller simultaneously discards all queued commands
for the DSS, thereby setting the two subsystemsto known
and consistent states.
A device can process several commands concurrently at
different priority levels. Separate queues are maintained
for the device, one queue for each command level, and a
command is sent to the device on a given priority level
only after the previous command on that level has been
completed. The first command byte is the level number,
indicating to the device the priority this command is to be
given. The controller is informed of the completion of processing the current command on a priority level through
an sRQ followed by status bytes, similar to the way a
checksum error is reported. When this is done, that priority
level is tagged as available, and another command can be
transmitted at that level.
In some instances, the messageto be transmitted is very
brief, such as a pulse indicating it is time to generatethe
next M-mode line for the primary display. Here, fast processing is important and the information content of the
messageis minimal. Instead of a mnemonic command, just
a secondary listen addressis transmitted as a code specifying the desired action, and no handshaking or error detection is performed. The only requirement is that the parallel
poll response from the device must be affirmative before
the secondary address is sent.
Often data must be transferred from the DSS or scanner
to the controller. When this is done, a secondary talk address to the device indicates the type of data expected in
the transfer. A checksum byte is sent as part of every input
transfer, and the controller processes an error in a way
appropriate to the type of transfer. In some cases,it just
inputs the same information again, while in other cases,
such as when only one column of a screen image has an
error, action is taken only after several checksum errors
occur.
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900016
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Fig.2. By using the bank-switching scheme diagrammed
above, up to 96K of program ROM can be addressed by a
24K address space.
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Z/9004 Controller SoftwareDesign
The controller software operatesin an environment in
which there are multiple inputs and outputs, eachwith its
own set of timing considerations(seeFig. 1). Becauseof
the varied requirements,a flexible and responsivesoftware
structure is needed. The structure chosen to meet these
needsconsistsof a set of concurrenttasksand an interrupt
processingcapability. This concurrent program environment is createdby using a real-time operating system.
The operating system is based upon an executive implemented for the HP 78500 Patient Information Center.
This operating system is a compact software packageproviding priority scheduling of processes,critical regions,
semaphores,interrupt processingand return, and a lowestpriority idle processallowing backgrounddebuggingduring software development.l A number of enhancements
were made to this executive to meet the needs of the ultrasound system. These enhancementsinclude dynamic
memory allocation,messagebuffers sent with and without
wait, and bank-switching memory control.
Dynamic memory is required to passpieces of information from one processto another.This information is passed
by using the messagebuffer facility. One example is the
passing of the reception of a keystrokefrom the key scanning processto the processthat performsthe desiredaction
for that keystroke.In this case,a block of memory containing the key processinformation is sent without wait to the
keystroke processor.
Bank switching makesit possibleto assignlargeamounts
of program ROM (presentlyabout 50K words) to a limited
addressspace(36K)by providing severalsets(banks)of physical memory in the sameaddressspace,with only one 24K
bank enabledat a time (seeFig. 2). This bank switching is
accomplishedthrough the settingof the bank selectregister.
One section of the ROM addressspace is not switchable
and is called the common ROM area.Eachprocessis loaded
so that it and the subroutinesit calls reside entirely in one
bank and/or in the common ROM area. The prioritv

scheduler (which itself residesin the common ROM area)
selectsthe proper bank beforebranching to the addressof
the processbeing scheduled.Thus, program execution remains in the selectedbank until an interrupt occurs and
the scheduler is called upon to start another process.
Within the concurrent program environment created by
the operatingsystem,many processesare setup to perform
the needed processingin the controller (seeFig. 3). Each
process executeswhen required by some external event
(signifiedby someinterrupt) or as determinedby the output
requirementsof the task. Some of the major processesare
describedin detail below.
Timekeeping, A processorinterrupt occurs every 5 ms.
Every fourth interrupt, a semaphoreis signaledby the interrupt handler. A timekeeping process,KEEp_TIME,
waits
for the semaphore,and when it is received,a list of count
values called the timetable is scanned.Items in this list
are set by processesthat require real-time intervals to be
measured.Eachcounteris setto the number of milliseconds
in the desired interval, and xnEp_TIvEdecrementseach
nonzero counter by 20 ms each time it runs. If a counter
value becomeszero or negative,the correspondingprocess
is signaled.
Keyboard Scanning. No key-scanningLSI interface chips
are used in the 77O2OAUltrasound System.Instead, the
control panel is interfaced to the controller's microprocessor as memory, with each word containing the states
(releasedor depressed)of eight keys. The key-scanning
processKEY SCANis signaledevery 20 ms by the timekeeping process.
Each time KEY_SCAN
runs, it comparesthe stateof each
key with the last known state. If the state is different, a
possible transition is noted for the key. During the next
pass,KEY_SCAN
checks the possible transition, and if the
key still differs from its old state,a key transition is noted
and a messageindicating the keystrokeis sentto the process
KEY_ROUTINE_SELECT.
Both downstrokes and upstrokes for
a key can be processed.This double-passkey scanning
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Fig. 3. Modules and interrupt
sources operating within the
77900A Controller's concurrent
program environment.

provides some noise immunity, since a key transition lasting less than 20 ms is rejected.
receivesa key messagefrom
When KEY-ROUTINE-SELECT
KEY-SCAN,it looks up the key in a table and finds the
addressof a subroutine to call. This subroutine performs
the processingrequired for the selectedkey. As part of that
processing,it may signal other processesor set a timetable
value to begin repetitive processing (as for cursor motion
control).
KEY_SCANand KEY_ROUTINE_SELECT
are separated in
this way so that the keyboard scan rate is not affected by
the amount of processing required for any one key. By
making the scanning and processing independent, the
operator enjoys a fast-responsekeyboard and the key processing can be done without regard for the effect of the
processing time on keyboard performance.
HP-IB Input and Output. The scanner and display subsystems are interfaced to the controller much like peripheral
devicesare interfacedto a general-purposecomputer. Processesin the controller communicate with the two external
subsystemsby sending read and write requeststo the HP-IB
VOprocessvia systemmessages(seeFig. 4). Each message
contains the device address,the secondary address,the
transfer length, and the source or destination address of
the data in memory. The FIP-IBVO package then performs
the requestedbus transfer.For bufferedoutput, the process
builds the messagein a dynamic memory block, and the
HP-IBVO software releasesthe memory after the transfer is
completed.For input or unbuffered output, the messageis
sent to the HPJBVOprocesswith wait. The sendingprocess
is immediately suspended and later restarted by the HP-IB
VO software after the transfer is completed.
A tree-like queue structure exists for handling the input
and output requestspending for the HP-IB (seeFig. 5). The
HP-IB VO processadds the specifiedmessageto the proper
process.
message queue and signals the HPIB.Q-EMPTIER
This process examines the queues and finds the next eligible message.It builds a data table called the driving table,
which describes the characters that must be sent to and
from the PHI interface chip for the desired transfer to occur.
Then HPIB.Q-EMPTIER
enablesPHI interrupts, and an interrupt brings control to the PHI interrupt handler. Using the
driving table as a guide, the interrupt handler reads and
writes the required charactersto the PHI chip. Upon completion of the transfer, the PHI interrupt handler updates
the queue and signals HPIB.QEMPTIER
to check for another
transfer pending in the queue. If there is one, the pending
messageis processedin the manner just described. Otherwise, HPIB.Q-EMPTIER
suspends operation and waits for a
new signal indicating that the queue status has changed,
whereupon it begins the above process all over again.
Display Formatting. Any process in the controller can
change the variables describing the format of the display.
When this is done, the process signals another process
called the FORMATTER.
The FoRMATTER'sjob is to rebuild
the format of the display by sending a set of HP-IB commands to the scanner and DSS. The first command of the
set is the primary command. The primary command allows
a synchronized clear of all pending DSS commands.The
building of the new screen format can therefore proceed
without interference from previously buffered commands.

The primary command is followed by text and graphics
commandsto generatethe desired display.
Video Cassette Recorder Control. Control of an external
video cassette recorder (VCR) is provided through the
77O2OA'scontrol panel or through the VCR's front-panel
controls. Status lines from the recorder are monitored and
the statesoL the 77O2OAand of the VCR are maintained by
the controller software.Il.a77O2OAVCR control is pressed,
the software responds by updating the system state and
setting a corresponding VCR statethrough a remote-control
VCR interface. If instead the VCR controls are perturbed,
the software recognizes the change of status and changes
the 77o2oA System state to correspond to the new VCR
state.The 77O2OAthen displays the current VCR state on
its control panel. If the current VCR state is a playback
state,the DSS is commandedto selectVCR input video as
a signal source rather than scanner image data, and the
scanner is commanded to stop scanning.
Stripchart Recorder Control. A finite state machine in the
controller software controls the operation of the stripchart
recorder (seeFig. 6). Valid statemachine inputs consist of
CHARTand FRAMEkeystrokes and timing signals from the
timekeeping processes.Using theseinputs, a new stripchart
state is selected,and the stripchart recorder is controlled
to match its operation to the new state.This type of control
permits featuressuch as automatic paper development after
recorder shutoff and proper paper speed changeswhen
changing from FRAMEto M-mode recording.
T720OAScanner Software Design
The software for the scanner performs three major functions. First, a scanning loop is run during normal system
operationto control the scanningprocess.Second,the software handles the communication with the controller via
the internal HP-IB. Finally, the software is responsible for
taking control of scanner hardware functions during resident tests and for coordinating those tests within the scanner.
The loop software in the scanner accounts for about 2K
of the 12K of code spacecunently used.Oncethe power-on
sequenceis completed,the scanner'smicroprocessorcon-

Fig.4. lmplementationof HP-IB control by the 779004 Controller. For details of the HP-IB queue, see Fig. 5.
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Fig.5. Outline of device and message queues for the HP-IB queue.

tinually executescode in the scanningloop except for the
occasionalHP-IB command and associatedprocessingrequirements. This loop setsthe hardware action of obtaining
a line of acoustic data into motion. The sector display is
made up of 121 radial acousticrays originating at the face
of the transducer.Each line is assigneda number, with 0
indicating the center line. Lines to the left of center have
decreasing numbers, those to the right have increasing
numbers. Scanning occurs from left to right and a complete
sequenceof 121 lines numbered from - 60 to + 60 constitutes a frame.
The line sequenceis under software control to allow for
two different modes of operation.In the sector-onlymode,
lines are transmitted in sequentialorder. In M-mode, scanning alternatesbetween sector lines and M-mode lines.
The M-mode lines provide high-speeddatato the stripchart
recorder for hard-copy output. In addition, the controller
periodically commands the scanner to transmit an extra
M-mode line to the display. The approximate rate of Mmode lines to the recorder is 900 Hz, while the rate to the
display varieswith the settingof the CHARTSPEEDcontrol.
Acquiring data for a scan line involves a softwarehardware handshakeusing a signal called BUSy (seeFig.
7). While the scanner is receiving acoustic information,
BUSYis fuue.This signal disablesthe microprocessor'saddressand databusesfrom the motherboardto reducedigital
noise in the sensitive acoustic receiver circuitry. In the
meantime, the processorcomputes the control words for
the next scan line. This processtakes much less than the
2OB 1tsavailable to the software. Therefore, intenupts are
enabled and HP-IB commands are read from the bus and
queued in memory for action after the end of the cunent
10 rewlerr-pecxeRD JoURNALoEcEMBER
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frame. After calculating the control words, the processor
enters a wait loop, polling the BUSYsignal until a false
logic level is detected.The processorthen loadssomehardware registers with control values for the next line and
instructs the hardware that the next line is ready. A synchronous timer pulse initiates the processfor the next line.
The software must always lead the hardware from the time
BUSYgoesfalseto the synchronoustiming pulse.This time
is 67 pr,sin the worst case.The timing constraints result in
275ps per line, yielding a 30.05-Hzframeratefor 121lines.
As statedpreviously, the processorhas time to accumuSector Mode and cHARrKey

cHAFr Key

Interval

End ot Frame Copy

Fig.6. Simplified state machine for the 77020A's stripchart
recoroer.
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late HP-IB commands during the time that the lines are
being scanned. Secondary-addressHP-IB commands are
processed as they are received. In most cases,the action
is taken immediately after reception of a command, as for
M-mode triggers, requestsfor status,and the like. However,
in the case of a secondary address indicating a mnemonic
command to follow, the mnemonic and associatedparameters are instead placed in a buffer for processing during
the next interframe interval. At the end of the frame. a
check is made to seeif anymnemonic command is buffered,
and if so, it is executed. Since all mnemonic commands
changethe display format and thereby destroy the frame-toframe continuity, processing them between frames causes
no violations of the 30-Hz frame rate.
T74OOADisplay Subsystem Software Deslgn
The DSS software controls the DSS hardware and maintains the displayed information, including sector display,
M-mode tracings, physiological waveforms, characters,
special symbols, and custom graphics. To perform this job,
the software must coordinate the reception of HP-IB commands with real-time interrupts and generate correct images on the screen. To handle these requirements simultaneously, concunent processing is required. An operating
environment allowing concurrent processes with some
operating system constructs is implemented by a task management system, or TMS (seeFig. 8).
Task Management System. TMS operation centers around
a prioritized list of tasks, ready to execute, called the PRoCESS-Q.
This list maintains the status of each priority level.
A level is either dormant, ready to run but not yet started,
or cunently executing. With this structure there can be
Interrupts

, rr-.

Fag.7. lntercction of the 772004
Scanner'smain loop sofNvarewith
scanning hardware.

only one task on a level at any time. There is no queueing
on levels within the DSS. This allows the user to define
the priority of a task, knowing that the task will run to
completion before a lower-priority task executes. Thus
commands that must execute quickly, such as those drawing the physiological waveforms, are able to interrupt
lower-priority tasks such as the commands that draw
characters.After the higher-priority task is completed, the
interrupted lower-priority task is resumed.
Given the prioritized list of tasks, only a limited set of
operating system consbucts is needed. A few ard used simply to allow the system to execute, such as putting a task
on the list ready to run (dispatching a process), taking a
task off the list when it has completed (exiting a process),
selecting the highest-priority task ready to run (selecting
next process), and initializing the list to start. Two additional constructs are needed in the DSS software: one to
suspend a task in progress, allowing lower-priority tasks
to run, and one to resume a suspended task.
HP-IB Command Processing. One of the major jobs of the
DSS software is handling the HP-IB commands. The interrupt capability of the PHI chip is used to signal when bytes
are received over the HP-IB. This allows a process to be
dispatched to handle the command bytes as they come
over the bus. This task is dispatched on the highest-priority
level and therefore continues reading bytes until completion without any lower-priority tasks running. This task
follows the ultrasound system's HP-IB protocol and carries
out the handshake sequence.As the bytes of the command
are read in, they are stored in a RAM buffer. There is a
buffer for each level in the pnocrss-Q. Since all mnemonic
commands are received with an HP-IB level, this level
Power-Up or
HPIB lntertace
Clear

Fig. 8. DSS software architecture.
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level, and
number is mapped into an internal PRoCESS-Q
the bytes are stored in this level's buffer. Since only one
task is running on any given level, there is no conflict in
accessing the RAM buffers. After the entire command is
received, action is taken based on the command type. If
the command is not a primary command, it is immediately
dispatched at a priority corresponding to the command
level. If the command is a primary command, a special
HP-IB handshake is performed to lock the controller and
DSS together in time. With the two devices synchronized,
all real-time commands in the queue and in progress are
flushed, leaving no possibility of deadlock. After this handshake is completed, the primary command is dispatched
for immediate execution.
When a task is dispatched, it is placed in PROCESS-Q
ready to run. There is a separatetask for each HP-IB command received. Each task interprets the parameters received over the HP-IB differently, getting them from the
RAM buffer for its own level. When command execution
is completed, the controller is notified through a service
request and subsequent status transmission.
Display of Physiological Waveforms. Depending on the
selected display format, one or four channels of physiological waveforms, such as ECG, heartsound, or pressure
waveforms, can be displayed on the screen along with ultrasound image data. These channels are sampled in the
controller and sent to the DSS for display, one column at
a time. The rate at which columns are sent to the DSS
determines the speed at which the waveform is presented
on the screen;one column every 50 ms producesa display
speedof 10 mm/s, while one column every 5 ms produces
a 100-mm/s display speed. The DSS accepts these
physiological data points and applies a smoothing algorithm, yielding a display of the physiological waveforms
from the discrete display memory that doesn't look jagged
or "steppy."

cision.

Error Processing
Extensive error checking is built into the operating software in all three subsystems. A key feature of the error
handling software is the use of an error log----alist of error
codes recorded and maintained in nonvolatile memory.
Enors detected in any subsystem are reported to the controller via the internal HP-IB. From the controller, they are
reported to the operator and written to the error log. The
contents of the error log can be retrieved by service personnel for diagnosis of many hardware faults. In addition,
logging the existence of the errors gives valuable clues to
resolving problems caused by errors that are difficult to
reproduce.
For several types of errors, it is possible to report the
error directly to the operator, log it, and continue normal
operation. If recovery is not possible for the particular error
being processed,the 77o2oA enters a state of operation
known as default mode. In this state, the scanner software
independently sets up the scanner to scan a fixed-depth
sector and the DSS is similarly set up to display it, if possible. Only direct imaging controls such as TRANSMIT
power, receiveCOMPRESSION,
and TGC(time gain compensation) are active. When a nonrecoverable error occurs, it
is not known whether the system hardware is capable of
producing an image, but the attempt is made anyway. This
permits emergency use of limited system capabilities in
the presence of a hardware failure. Most users would
choose not to use the system in this condition, but it is felt
that the default mode operation is preferable to no operation at all, should the failure occur at an inopportune moment during a patient examination.

Resident Tests
The 77O2OAUltrasound System has extensive self-test
capability which can be used to verify that the system is
functioning properly before it leaves the factory, and to
Quantitative Analysis
isolate hardware failures in the field.
Besidesthe anatomical and functional information availEvery time the system is turned on or reset, a series of
able in an ultrasound image, significant quantitative infortests called core tests is run in each subsystem.If all three
mation can be obtained from both the two-dimensional and
subsystemspass their core tests, the ability of the subsysM-mode presentations.Two medical specialtiesin particutems to work together is tested. Handshake tests make cerlar that can benefit from this kind of quantitative study are
tain that all basic bus control functions are operational.
cardiology and obstetrics. The computational power of the
Loop tests assure that the three subsystemscan communi16-bit microprocessorused in the controller, togetherwith
catewith eachother under normal bus protocol conditions.
the graphic display capabilities inherent in the DSS, proAdditional test sets can be run at the discretion of the
vide an environment well suited to the implementation
user. The first of these is initiated by putting the system's
of a quantitative analysis capability.2
test switch in the BASICtest position. BASICtests are inTo manipulate the numerical values involved in meatended to verify the proper operation of all essential
surements and calculations, a floating-point data represenhardware not tested in the core test sequencebecauseof the
tation is required. For this purpose, a software floatingpoint library provides the arithmetic functions ADD, SUB- length of time required to execute them.
If the test switch is set to the INTERACTIVE
test position,
TRACT,MULTIPLY,DIVIDE,SQUAREROOTANd EXPONENthe system enters interactive test mode. The interactive
TIAL. A data format is used that is very well suited to the
tests are intended for use mainly by field service personnel
microprocessor'sinstruction set. This format consistsof a
to isolate hardware failures to at least the board level.
single- or double-word two's-complementmantissawith a
The self-testsoftwareused by the 77O2OAhas been imsingle-wordtwo's-complementexponent.All input values
plemented in much the same way as the normal mode
are stored with a single-word mantissa, while all intersoftware. A software module in the controller, referred to
mediate calculations are carried out with double-word
as the resident test executive, has the responsibility for
mantissas to maintain accuracy during the calculations.
providing the user interface and for coordinating the execuprewith
Final results are displayed
three-significant-digit
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tion of the tests. Test commands are entered through the
keyboard and are interpreted by the resident test executive,
which then sends out commandsto the three subsystems.
Each of the subsystems, including the controller, has a
subsystem test coordinator which carries out the actual
execution of the tests and reports the results back to the
test executive. Communication with the controller's test
coordinator is carried out using messagebuffers, whereas
communication with the DSSand scannertest coordinators
takes place over the HP-IB.
The results of the tests are displayed on the primary
display and a five-digit hexadecimal display. The test results are redundantly displayed in case the DSS cannot
output datato the primary display. In addition, eachof the
subsystemshas its own hexadecimal display, located on
the subsystem'sprocessorcard, which is used to indicate
the failure of a core test. This allows testing each of the
subsystems'core hardware independently.
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ElectronicScannerfor a Phased-ArraY
UltrasoundTransducer
andreceptionof
Ihis subsystemcontrolsthefransmission
pulsesby 64 transducerelements
to scana90"
ultrasound
sectorand collectdata for an ultrasoundimage.
by RonaldD. Gatzke,JamesT. Fearnside,and SydneyM. Karp
Fm BEAM OF ULTRASOUND PULSES transmitted
and received by the transducerfor the HP 77O2OA
Ultrasound Imaging Systeml is directed and focused
by controlling the timing of the excitation and received
signal for each transducer element. To understand how
this works, consider the hypothetical phased-arraysystem
shown in Fig. 1. This systemconsistsof n parallel channels,
each with its own transmitter and receiver. Eachtransmitter
outputs a short-duration ultrasound pulse into the human
body. This pulse is partially reflected back to the transducer
array by various structures and tissues in the body. The
receivers detect the reflected acoustic energy and send the
resulting signal from each element to a delay mechanism
and a summing junction.
Transmit Steering and Focusing
By appropriatechoicesof the delay settings,beam steering can be done. If the transmit delays are set so that the
delay ri for element i is equal to (i - 1)T, then an acoustic
wave is launched from element 1 at time 0, followed by a

wave from element 2 at time T, and so on. Referring to Fig.
2a, these waves add together to form a composite plane
wave traveling in a direction from the normal to the array
according to the equation 0:sin-1(Tv/D), where v is the
velocity of sound in the body, D is the centerline spacing
of the elements, and T is the delay between adjacent elements. The composite wave also can be formed into a nonplanar wave by choosing a specific delay for each element.
An appropriate combination of delays can result in a curved
wavefront that converges(is focused) at a single point (see
Fig. 2b).
Reeeive Steering and Focusing
Reception of a wave operates in a reverse manner. A
planar wave reflected from a target located 0 degreesaway
from the array's axis of symmetry arrives at each element
at a different time. The response of each element is
amplified, delayed, and then added to the other element
responsesby the summing junction (seeFig. 1). Constructive addition of the element responses occurs when the
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delay for each element i is adjusted to a value equal to
(i- 1)(D/v)sin0.
In an actual imaging situation, waves reflected from
targets in the body arrive at the array as curved wavefronts
whose radius of curvature increaseswith the depth of the
target. It is possible in a phased-array system to alter the
delay settings dynamically so that the delay profile across
the elements will trackthis variation in curvature as shown
in Fig. 2b. This allows the array to be focused on targets
at progressively increasing distances, providing the array
with an extended depth of field.
Resolution
The resolving power of any ultrasound imaging system
is dependent on the acoustic beamwidth, which can be
checked by measuring the system's spatial impulse response.These beamplots are made by moving a small point
reflector in an arc around the array. A typical result is
shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the acoustic beam is controlled by the array element spacing, element weighting,
number of elements, transducer response,the transmitted
pulse waveform, and the receiver bandpasscharacteristics.
In the narrowband casewhen the target is placed at infinity,
sidelobesoccur at 0: sin-1 (mIAlV),where m is the sidelobe
number (7,2,3,...), )r is the acousticwavelength,and W is
the width (aperture) of the array.
The sidelobe floor of the beam pattern is controlled by
aperture width, transducer vibration modes, and the
amount of error allowed when setting the delay for each
element. Becausebody target scattercrosssections can vary
as much as 5O dB, it is desirable to have the sidelobe floor
more than 50 dB below the peak amplitude of the main
beam.
If all elements have equal weighting (same gain), the

O
Element Delays
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sidelobeamplitudes fall off at the rate a/(r(2m+1))2. Grating lobes arise because the array contains a number of
discrete receiversrather than the ideal casewhere radiation
is received continuously across the aperture. The peak of
each grating lobe occurs whenever two adjacent elements
satisfy the equation (D/xl)[sin0- sin0"):1, where d is the
angle to the target, 0o is the angle of the transmitted beam,
and x:1,,2,3,..... These unwanted grating lobes lead to a
false image (artifact). If the element spacing is made sufficiently small, say D:1,12, then there is no combination of
target and beam angles (for angles less than +45') that
satisfies the above grating lobe peak equation.
The elevation beamplot is similar to the azimuth plot
with the exception that grating lobes are absent because
the reflected pulse is received continuously across the
height of the array.
Axial (target distance) resolution is determined by the
system'stime response.Short ultrasound pulsesyield better axial resolution; therefore, large transducer and scanner
bandwidths are required.
The spatial response of the system for any target can be
found by performing the appropriate three-dimensional
convolution with the system's impulse response. For a
point target, this operation yields an ellipsoidal resolution
cell as shown in Fig. 4. The azimuth and elevation resolutions remain approximately constant at a given depth for
subtended angles less than i45". However, as target depth
increases, the resolution cell changes shape, becoming
Iarger in both elevation and azimuth dimensions. Deep
targets, then, are not as well resolved as shallow targets.
Physlcal Constraints
Several physical properties of ultrasound imaging must
be considered in determining the best compromise for dif-
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(b)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of basic
phased-array sysfem.

4T

F19.2. (a) Phasedarray radiating
a plane wave at an angle 0 with a
velocity v. (b) Phasedarray radiating a wave focused at a point P.
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Fig. 4. Definitionof resolutioncell with dlmensionsversus
frequencyfor -6-dB response.

E

Fig. 3. P/ot of beam intensityversusazimuthangle for
an acousticbeam directed normal to the phased-array
transducer.

The dynamic range of the received ultrasound signal can
span 100 dB from imaging bright shallow targets to dim
distant targets. Because visual displays typically have a
dynamic range less than 40 dB, it is customary in ultrasound imaging systemsto increasethe receiver gain with
the depth of'the source of the acoustic echoes.Since the
time an echo is received is directly related to depth, this
varying gain function is called TGC (time gain compensation). To map the 100 dB of input dynamic range into the
40 dB of display range, the TGC function must increase
the receiver gain over a 60-dB range.

fering imaging requirements. The 77O2oAoperatesat three
frequencies:2.5, 3.5, and 5.0 MHz. The higher-frequency
transducersprovide shorter pulse responsesand acoustic
wavelengths, so they provide better axial resolution.
The temptation to use high-frequency transducers for all
imaging is tempered by the frequency-dependent nature of
the attenuation of ultrasound in the human body. This
attenuation, a function of both distance and frequency, is
typically 0.7 dB/lvlHz-cm. Therefore, for any given target
depth, a 5.0-MHz wave will experiencetwice the dB attenuation of a 2.5-MHz wave. This severely limits the maximum
depth for ultrasound imaging. The 77O2OAcan typically
image targets 24 cm deep at 2.5 MHz, 16 cm deep at 3.5
MHz, and 13 cm deep at 5.0 MHz.

Hardware Architecture
Fig. 5 shows a functional block diagram of the 772ooA
Scanner. The 64-element transducer irray is driven by 64
individually delayed pulse generatorsand FET amplifiers.
The outputs of the transducer elements for a received pulse
echo are amplified by the receiver boards and added together on the summing delay boards. The summed RF signal is processed and detected by the video processor and
digitized for transmission to the 774OOADisplay Subsystem. The processor board determines the angle and the
order in which each of the ultrasound scan lines is transmitted and received to form the ultrasound image. It also
commands the coefficient memory board to load the delay
settings for transmit and receive steering and focusing of
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To 77400A
Digital Display
Subsystem

Fig. 5. 8/ockdiagramof scanner
system.
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A Mixing Scheme to Focus a Transducer Array Dynamically
by RobertN. McKnight
An acoustic echo from a point in the human body reaches
each element in the transducet aray after some propagation
time. This time is differentfor each elementand depends only
on the distance betweeneach elementand the point because
the velocityof sound (1540m/s) in soft tissue is essentiallyconstant.Thesedifferencesin path lengthcan be electronicallycompensated to focus the array on the point, in effect enhancing
receptionof the echoesfrom the desired point and suppressing
receptionof echoes from other areas of the body. This is done
by using delay lines and phase shiftersthat are combined so
that the echoes from the desired focal point are coherently
summed (see Fig. 1). The delay line and phase shiftercombinations are electricallyvaried very rapidly to focus the array at
points deeper and deeper in the body along the directionof the
incident ultrasoundpulse. The result is that every point in the
displayedultrasoundimage is in focus.
However,it is not easy to implementa dynamicallyfocused
system of 64 array elements at a reasonable cost. To see why
this is so, considerthe requirementsfor dynamicfocusingif it is
implementedin a straightforwardmanner.From simplegeome!
rical considerations,it can be shownthat for a 64-elementarray
with haltwavelengthelementspacing, a delay of up to g ps is
requiredto scan a 90osector electronically.The accuracy with

Transducer
Elements

Focal Point

Delay
Lines

Transducer
Element

cos(o1st-O)

Fig.2. Diagram of single channel showing mixing and delay
elements.
which coherentsummationfor each point can be achieveddepends on how well the echoes received by each element are
aligned in time. This means that the delay chosen for each element must be accurate to within a fraction of a period for an
acoustic wavelength. For example, at 2.5 MHz the acoustic
wavelengthin the body is 0.6 mm, correspondingto a period of
about 0.4 ps. Hence, the delay line for each channel must be
segmentedinto 200 or more delay elementsto obtain adequate
focusing.Thusa systemof 64 such channelswould requireover
10,000 delay elementsand as many switches to connect the
receivedsignalsto the proper segmentof each channel'sdelay
line. This would be prohibitivelyexpensive,and too bulky for a
mobile system.
Let us alternatively
supposethatthe returnecho can be readily
modeled as a wave ot the form r(t)=46;"o.,rot+0(t)), where
the amplitudeand phaseare slowlyvaryingrelativeto the center
frequency<oo.
Giventhis situation,we can determinethat coherent additionmay be achievedby using coarselyquantizeddelay
linesto alignthe amplitudeenvelopesand phaseshiftersto align
the phases. Mathematically,the argumentis analogousto that
for the Shannonsampling theoremfor a band-limitedsystem,
where the important parameter is the signal bandwidth, not
merelythe highestfrequency.Thistradeoffof delay lineaccuracy
for phase shifterspermits a substantialreduction in hardware
complexityand cost withoutdegrading performance.
A particularlyuseful way to implementthe phase shiftersis
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F79.1. (a) Blockdiagramof simpletransducerarraysystem.
(b) Signalsreceivedat each transducer,and signalsafter
pass,ngthroughthe appropriatedelay for each element.
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Summed
Coherent !
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Fig.3. Simplified block diagram of system using mixersfor
each channel and a single tapped delay line to sum the
channel slgna/s. The phase Q, of the mixing frequency for
each channel is chosen to ptovide the desired delav for that
channel.

with mixers. This is accomplished by generatingfrom a very
high{requency clock a set of lower-frequencyclocks all of the
samef requency,but offsetfromeachotherby somesmallf raction
of a period. Thus, we have a set of mixers whose local inputs
The use
are cos(oLot+O1),cos(t'r16t+O2),........cos(oLot+On).
of mixers has the additional advantage o{ shifting the signal
spectrumto lowerf requencies,which relaxescertaincomponent
tolerancesas well as oelay line bandwidth requirements.The
process of mixing before delay does add an additionalphase
correctionterm as we shallsee, but this does not add complexity
to the hardware.
let us considerthe process
To orientourselvesmathematically,
of dynamic focusing during some comparativelyshort time between two adjacent focal points. lf we perceive the signal as
originatingfrom the focal pointat time t:0, then the signalreceived at the ith receiverchannelat time t:ri is

where the first term is the lower sideband product LSB and the
second term is the upper sideband product USB.
From here on, we consider only the LSB assumingthat the
USB will ultimatelybe filtered out. We make the observation,
however,that whateverphase correctionO' we apply to the LSB
for phase coherencewill not be the same for the USB. lf we now
allow the signal to pass through a delay of mAT, we have the
properlyshifted phase coherentcontributionof the ith channel
givenby

r;(t): (t - t') = tr(t - t;)cos(oo(t- tl) + {(t - t;))

For proper alignmentof the amplitudeenvelopes,the delay mAT
is chosen such that the total delay t;+mAT is approximatelya
constantover all channels.
Thislastsimplificationpermitsan architecturebasedon a common summingdelay line ratherthan separatedelay linesfor each
channel(Fig.3).

Now if @(t- t,) : d at the focal point,then we see that the appro- {;.
priate phase correctionterm to apply at the recerveris <oor;
Let us consider,however,what happenswhen we apply mixing
beiore the delay (see Fig. 2). The signal at the mixer output is

- <oo)(t
- mAT)- O1+ ootl - fr )
qr(t): (%)A(t- r' - mAT)cos((<o16
wherethe phasecorrectionterm necessaryfor phasecoherence
is seen to be
f,)i = ooti - di - (ro16 - too)mAT

- O1)
r;(t)cos(ro1et
: (72)A(t- t;)cos(o1et- 0; - <,ro(t

- di)
"i)
- O;* too(t- ri) + di)
+ (%)A(t- t')cos(orset

the acoustic beam. Focusingfor each scan line is done by
altering the mixer phasesindividually for each of the 6+
receiver channels.
Transmit Circuitry. The transmit delay circuitry is a master/slave system designedusing conventional MSI digital
technology. There are 32 master and 32 slave channels
arranged in alternating fashion acrossthe array. A master/
slave cell is shown in Fig. 6. The master channel consists
of counters which are loaded with the desired delay. A
multiplexer selects one of several phase clocks to drive
eachcounter and achievethe required delay betweenchannels. The outputs of the master counters are pipelined
through two flip-flops that are clocked 180'out of phase.
Each slave channel transmits at a variable time relative
to the master channel on the right or on the left. The slave
is programmedto select a master and one of that master's
two flip-flops as a sourceto reclock a mastertransmit pulse
in the slave's own output flip-flop. This ensuresthat for
any relative delay neededby a slave, a pulse has already
propagatedthrough one of the two pipelined flip-flops and
is availablefor reclocking.The slave'sprogrammingselects
one of severaldifferent phaseclocks to achievethe desired
relative delay. Thus, the slave channels require no counters, greatly reducing the hardware required.
The digital pulse output of the transmit delay generator
is applied to high-voltagedriver stages.These stagesuse
power MOSFETs to step up the voltage and current to the
levels required to drive the transducerelements.
Receive Circuitry, The transducer array is connected to
the receiver electronics through a protection network of
high-voltage diodes. These diodes are forward-biasedto
provide low-impedance connectionsbetween each transducer element and its receiver. When the transmit driver

stages fire, the high-voltage transient reverse-biasesthe
diodes,blocking the high voltagefrom the receiverinputs.
The receiver section uses three groups of circuits (see
Fig. 7). The output of each transducerelement is coupled
Clock Bus
(5-MHz,7-MHz,
or 1o-MHz
Clocks)
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Master
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Fig.6. Masterls/avecel/s for the 64 channel transmitters,
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to a low-noise amplifier whose input impedance matches
the element's output impedance. A 2-dB noise figure is
achieved by this stage.The amplified signal is then applied
to the TGC amplifier, which adjusts its gain as a function
of the time an echo is received. The gain can be varied
over a 60-dB range by using a balanced differential
amplifier whose output is directed either into the signal
output path or to ground (seeFig. B). The RF input to the
TGC stage is converted into a current by Q1 and Q2. This
current is applied to differential pairs Q3 and Qa, and Q5
and Q6. These devices divide the current, allowing only a
fraction of the current to be coupled out of this stage.The
TGC control voltage is varied with time and is synchronized
with the transmit pulse. A nonlinear compensation circuit
corrects for any nonlinearities in the differential stage attenuation response.
The TGC control voltage variation can be specified by
the operator through the eight TGC controls on the front
panel of the 77O2OA.Thesecontrols are successivelysampled by an 8:1 multiplexer and applied to an integratoras
shown in Fig. 9. A sample-and-holdcircuit samples the
integrated waveform each time a new TGC control setting
is switched into the network, causing the integrator to ramp
at a rate proportional to the difference between the old and
new TGC values. The integrated output is then used to
control the gain of the TGC stage.
The output of the TGC amplifier is applied to a balanced

Fig. 8. fGC (time gain compensation)variable gain cell.
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Fig.7. Receiveramplifierchain.

mixer. This mixer down-converts the RF signal to a lowerfrequency IF signal to match the bandwidth of the succeeding delay stages.It also acts as a phase shifter to correct
the phase of the received transducer signals.
Each mixer is driven by a mixer phasegeneratorassigned
only to that channel. This generator selects one of the
phasesof a digital clock. The selectedphaseis determined
by a digital word appropriate to the observed target location. The clock is generated from the output of a ring
counter operating at a multiple of the local oscillator frequency.
The output of each mixer is sent to a variable delay stage
and then to a summing node where all receiver signals are
combined to provide a coherent output for each scan line.
The summing delay architecture used here (Fig. 10) allows
a significant reduction in the number of expensive and
bulky analog delay lines required. Individual receiver
channels are connected via a crosspoint switch to one of
the many taps in a single delay line. Each of the signals
received from each element in the transducer array is individually guided to the appropriate delay tap. The set of
receiver delays is different for each of the 121 scan lines
that make up the ultrasound image.
The switch matrix is driven by the IF output from each
receiver mixer. This IF signal is buffered by a differentialto-single-ended converter and fed to an M-position CMOS
switch pole. The digital control word for each receiver is
latched into a local memory in the tap selector to close the
appropriate switch to connect the IF signal to the summing
delay line. The IF signal for each receiver is then added to
the differently delayed signals from the preceeding taps
and the composite signal is delayed further by analog
lumped-constant delay lines connected to the end of the
summing delay line.
To maintain maximum phase accuracy in the summing
delay line, all stagesare dc coupled. A dc senseamplifier
on the summing delay line output stagesamplesthe output
and provides a dc correction signal to each series-connected summing node to maintain the maximum dynamic
range in this stage.
Video Processor
The output of the summing delay line is upconverted to
a second IF and bandpass filtered to select the portion of
the echo frequency spectrum to be detected and displayed
(Fig. 11). At any depth, the echoesof interest can occupy
a large dynamic range. In cardiac imaging, for example,
the strength of the echoesfrom the muscle tissue (myocardium) at the back of the heart may be 45 dB below the
strength of the echoesfrom the nearby interface of the heart
with the lungs, yet both echoesmay be of clinical interest.

Gain(dB)-

Ffg.9. TGCcontrolgenerator.
It is a problem to display both of these echoes in the
same image. If the gain is adjusted so that the heart-lung
interface appears full white on the screen,the myocardial
echoeswill be invisible (the eye cannot distinguish differencesin display intensities that are more than 25 dB below
full white). If the gain is increased so that the myocardial
echoes are clearly visible, the heart-lung interface portion
of the display saturates and blooms on the screen.
Sigaal compression can make both signals visible at the
sametime without saturation. A continuously variable control on the front panel of the 77O2OASystem allows the
operator to vary the amount of compression. When compression is at a minimum, the echo-strength-to-displaybrightness transfer function is linear. As compression is
applied, the transfer function becomes more logarithmic.
By increasing the compression control, weaker echoes
become more visible while strong echoes remain at the
full-white level without saturation. Howver, too much compression makes acoustic noise visible. The compression
level at which this clutter appears varies from patient to
patient.
After compression, the signal is detected by full-wave
rectification and low-pass filtering. In some diagnostic applications such as measuring wall thicknesses or chamber
volumes, the operator is interested in detecting only wall
boundaries. Under operator control the detected signal can
be partially differentiated to emphasize edge structure.
After detection, the fully processedvideo signal is sent
to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which digitizes the
waveform and transmits it to the display subsystem described in the article on page 20.
Scanner Control
The primary control of the scanner is performed by a
custom 16-bit silicon-on-sapphire microprocessor. This
processor receives commands from the 779OOAController
via the 77O2OASystem's internal HP-IB (IEEE 488) and a
peripheral HP-IB interface (PHI) chip. The processorinterprets the controller's commands and then programscontrol
registerson various scannercardsvia the scannerprocessor
bus. The TGC card is programmed with the scanning depth
so that it can distribute the TGC depth controls equally
over the length of the acoustic scan line. Registerson the

ADC card are prograrnmed for sample rate and line type.
The timer is programmed when to initiate loading coefficients, fire the transmitters, listen for echoes, and adjust
the receive focal point. After all control registers are set
up, the processor activates the timer and disconnects itself
from all scannerbusesto maintain a quiet scannerenvironment during the acquisition of the data for the scan line.
The transmitting and receiving of the ultrasound pulse are
then directed by the timer and coefficient memory cards.
At the same time, the processor continues processing,preparing control register settings for the next scan line.
When the processor programs the sector angle, the coefficient memory card selectsthe coefficients corresponding
to the angle of the scan line. Depending on the frequency
and element spacing of the transducer probe, different sets
of coefficients are selected.
The processor determines the sequence of sector and
M-mode scan lines by programming a set of control bits
before each line is fired. The architecture of a phased-array
system allows lines to be fired at any angle in any sequence.
This makes simultaneous two-dimensional and M-mode

Fig. 10. Crossporntswitchmatrixand summingdelay line
circuit.
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Fig. 11. Yldeoprocessingchain.
scanning possible by interleaving M-mode and sector scan
lines in the sequence.
A sequencer on the coefficient memory card addresses
destination registers in the scanner to receive coefficients
read out of memory onto a high-speed bus. The coefficients
program transmitter delays, mixer phases, and delay line
tap selections before transmitting an ultrasound pulse.
After the pulse is transmitted, the mixers are updated with
new coefficients to achieve dynamic focusing. This increasesthe imaging focal length with time as echoesreturn
from targets deeper and deeper in the body.
The coefficient memory takes advantageof the symmetrical properties of the sector display geometry so that it
need store coefficients for only one half of the sector. Thus
coefficients used for the right side of the array when the
right side of the sector is imaged can also be used for the
left side of the array when the left side of the sector is
imaged. Hardware on the coefficient memory card ensures
that the correct coefficient is sent to the correct channel as
a function of sector image half. This is accomplished by
modifying the coefficient data and the destination addresses on the coefficient mernorv card.
Self-Test
The scanner has an extensive set of internal self-test programs run by its processor.This software locates faults to

the board level, and in some cases,to the chip level. Digital
tests exercise busing hardware, memories, and state
machines. The processor isolates each analog path in turn
by programming the tap selectorswith the appropriate coefficients. The selectedpath is then stimulated by an internal
test oscillator signal. A pair of synchronous detectors on
the video card measure the resulting signal's amplitude
and phase for comparison with required values.
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DisplaySystemfor Ultrasoundlmages
Ihis subsystemcollectsdigital data from ultrasound
scanningand physiologicalwaveformslrom other
amplifiersand processesfhemfor displayin a rectangular
rasfer-scanformat.
by RaymondG. O'Connell,JamesR. Mniece,and Alwyn P. D'Sa
lfrTTA00ADISPLAY SUBSYSTEM(DSS)inthe FIP
77O2OA Ultrasound Imaging System formats all
image and system data for presentation on the display screen in real time under the supervisory control of
the 77O2OA'scontroller, the 77900A (see article on page
3). In this imaging subsystemthe data is input and output
in a variety of ways. The controller sends ASCII command
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messagesto the DSS via an internal bus basedon the HP-IB
(IEEE488) to set the mode of operation and select a particular screen format.
The digitized two-dimensional sectorimage data in polar
coordinates is sent by the 77O2OA'sscanner, the 772OOA
(see article on page 13), to the DSS via a high-speed data
bus. This data is mapped into a rectangular image memory
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using the R-Theta scan conversion scheme described by
Leavitt, Hunt, and Larsen.l Digitized M-mode data is also
sent over the high-speedbus to the display subsystemand
is mapped directly into the image memory in rectangular
format. If the patient being examinedby the 72020lA,
is also
connectedto a monitoring device such as an electrocardiograph (ECG)or blood pressureamplifier, this physiological
data can be sent by Ihe 77O2OA's
controller to the DSSover
the HP-IB to be displayed with the image as analog
waveforms (Fig. f). In addition, the controller sends data
to the DSS to direct placementof display cursorsand calibration markers to denote the location of M-mode lines
and to aid quantitative analysis procedures.
The 77O2OAcan also be used to review previously recorded data with some measurementand computational
capability. To do this, the image memory is also used for
a still-frame function. Hence, video data can be stored in
the 77O2OA's
video cassetterecorder(VCR)and later played
back and digitized by the DSS for input into the image
memory for analysis.
The display subsystemsupplies four composite video
outputs. Three of these outputs are standard interlaced
RS-170 video in either 525-line NTSC or 62b-line CCIR
formats.The fourth output, which feedsthe 77O2OA'spri-

Fig. 1. (a) M-mode display. The
location of the M-mode line in the
sector image is indicated by a
software-generated overlay (the
verticalline of dots).(b) Full sectorscan display. Physiologicalwaveforms can a/so be shown at the
bottom of the display (heartbeat
waveform shown here). The scan
shows a cross secllon ofthe heart
located as shown by the color
overlay in (c).

mary display, is noninterlacedvideo. In this casethe horizontal line rate is twice that of standardinterlaced video.
Thus, a frame of data is displayedin half the time required
for a standard video frame. This faster raster refresh rate
reducesflicker on the 77O2OA'sdisplay screen.
A final data output path from the DSS is a screendump
which transfersthe contentsof the display over the system
HP-IB to the controller to be formatted for printout on the
77O2OA's stripchart recorder.

Design Goals
Severalperformancegoalswere setthat had a significant
effect on the designand architectureof the display subsystem. The first of these goals was the requirement for a
flicker-free display to show M-mode data. This data normally forms many horizontal lines that flicker very
strongly, causing operator eye fatigue. To reduce flicker,
the display subsystemmust supply data from the image
memory at a 25-MHz rate and be able to form a noninterIaced display. This required the design of a custom CRT
display for the 77O2OAbecausenoninterlacedmonitors in
diagonal sizes less than 15 inches were not commercially
availableand most of the commerciallvavailableinterlaced
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Flg. 2. Block diagram of the
774@A Display Subsystem.

monitors required a change in their active-line-to-retracetime ratio.
Another important goal was to construct a fine-quality
picture from the acoustic data. At that time, the state of
the art was simply to transfer each acoustic sample directly
to the nearest display pixel, and then filter the data to
smooth the rough edgesin the picture. The R-Theta conversion algorithm eliminates the distortion characteristic of
these earlier techniques.l
Many of the early ultrasound systemsfor cardiac studies
used an early portable VCR that had many advanced features, including an excellent freeze-framedisplay function
made possible by a four-head design. Unfortunately, at that
time in the project, this recorder was being discontinued
and the then-new Beta@and VHS@machines did not have
acceptable freeze-frame performance. To solve this problem, the 77O2OAstores the picture in its image memory.
The picture is also coded so that the vertical frame placement can be sorted out, allowing the display subsystemto
provide an excellent freeze frame from the VCR playback.
The result is that the 77o2oA has the elements of a video
time-base conector with image store.
The importance of M-mode in the design is that it requires a rectangular section of the screen for its display
with all pixels filled. To freeze the screenfor a sector-scan
display, only the data required to reconstruct the raster
lines must be stored. But, to freeze an M-mode display, the
data for each pixel must be stored, requiring a complete
image memory.
In displaying the sector data, it is also important to be
able to indicate on the image where the M-mode acoustic
lines are recorded. A software-generatedgraphic overlay
is used to display these lines instead of a hardware approach, because it allows measurements on the picture
both during the scanning procedure and later when the
data is played back (seeFig. 1a).
Another requirement is the display of physiological
waveforms such as the ECG trace (seeFig. 1b). The goal is
to display as smooth a waveform as possible with the available pixel density. The approach used is derived from a
similar technique used in HP's patient monitors.z
One of the more important aspectsof the display subsystem is its software {see article on page 6). Very heavy
communication traJfic occurs between the 779004 Controller and the display subsystem. Some of this is related to
format changes and screen messages,but the bulk of the
traffic is the transmission of physiological waveform data
for display as part of the M-mode display, or the transmis-
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sion of the ECGtrace data for the sector-scandisplay mode.
Becausethese samples can come as often as every 5 ms, a
conflict ariseswhen the display subsystemis busy drawing
measurement cursors on the screen and a new physiological data sample becomesavailable. To resolve this conflict,
the software has a prioritized structure that allows the controller to specify the priority of each command. Cursors
are written at a low priority so that when a new data sample
arrives, it can be sent as high priority, causing the cursor
drawing to stop long enough to enter the new data before
continuing.
Design
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the display subsystem.
Besides the memory input bus, the processor card has
another bus that goes to all of the cards in the subsystem.
However, this bus is not shown in Fig. 2 so that the other
paths of information flow are more visible. The memory
cards in the center of the diagram serve the dual function
of storing the image and decoupling the input data from
the video output.
Memory System. The memory system is central to the operation of the display subsystem. It can accept data from
the VCR at a 12.5-MHz rate, or accept vectors of data at a
5-MHz rate while allowing the processor to write to the
screen at a 1.2-MHz rate. Meanwhile, the memory system
also outputs two streams of data, each at a 12.5-MHz rate,
MemoryInputBus

Fig.3. Block diagram of memory card for display subsysfem.

to the video output card. The image memory map is 640
pixels wide by aBO pixels high. Each pixel represents 5
bits of picture information (32 gray levels).
The memory system consists of two cards (Fig. 3), one
for the even-numbered video lines. the other for the oddnumbered lines. Display systems usually have relatively
low input data rates compared to the high rates required
to feed the video system. This image memory is an exception. The memory is ananged as 128 five-pixel groups per
line. To have a 72.5-MHz data rate from each card, ten
separateRAM cells are read every 800 ns. Since the 16K
dynamic RAMs used in the memory have a cycle time of
400 ns, this leaves 400 ns to write to the memory chips.
For writing or reading a horizontal (raster) line of data,
this can be achieved. But when drawing random vectors,
the data rate is limited, becauseof the possibility of having
to rewrite to the same RAM before the 800-ns period is
over. Because of the sector and M-mode display requirements, it is important that vertical vectors be written at a
rapid rate. To solve this problem, the RAMs are organized
in a "quilted" fashion so that vertical vectors pass through
four different RAMs before repeating an accessto the same
RAM. This results in a worst-casevector data rate of 5 MHz.
To allow for a dual-port system, each memory cell, a
group of five RAMs which stores the values for 16K pixels
of the screen,is isolated with rotating buffers (Fig. 4). These
buffers rotate quickly every B0Ons. Since the vector constraints ensure that no one memory cell is written more
often than every 800 ns, the operation of these buffers is
transparent to the user. The rotation also allows the memory timing to be arranged for optimizing the circuits. The
rotating buffers allow the memory chips to go throughtheir
normal cycle without affecting the parallel-to-serial translation of data into serial groups of s-bit words at the output
of the card. Note that the address is multiplexed as well
as the data. The result is many support circuits for each
group of RAMs. To reduce the number of chips, the design
takes advantage of the latching nature of dynamic RAMs.
Since the data and address need only be applied during

Flg.4. Block diagrcm of one of the five memory cells on the
memoty card.

MemoryInput Bus

Processor
Bus
Fig.5. Blockdiagrcmfortheinteilacebetweentheprocessor
busand the memoryinputbus.
part of the first 200 ns of a 400-ns cycle, the cells are
grouped in pairs like the A and B cells shown in Fig. 3.
There are five memory cells on each of the two memory
cards. Every 200 ns, a new memory access is started. A
typical sequence is to write A, write B, read A, read B.
During each 200-ns period, the addressbus to thc chips is
further multiplexed into row addressand column address.
Thus during each 800-ns period, the address bus within
the cell has eight different 7-bit words.
The LLA- signal line shown in Fig. 3 comes from the
processorboard, which holds the timing circuitry common
to the memory boards. To start each line, the timing circuits
send l,La to initialize the X output address counters and
load the new Y address from the video output card. The
coulmon timing circuitry is also responsible for operation
of the memory input bus. This is a 12.5-MHz time-sliced
bus. It works in two distinct modes: VCR mode and image
mode. In VCR mode the bus is operated by the VCR card
which is alone on the bus. In image mode the two sector
cards share accesswith the processor,
Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the processor interface. The
processorinterface is a crude vector system that servestwo
pruposes: it draws vertical lines for the purpose of having
smooth physiological waveforms on the screen,and it performs a fast screen erase, which avoids adding more circuitry on the memory cards. In operation, the processor
first loads the number of pixels in the vector (the leneth),
and then loads the starting X and Y addressesand their
direction (-fX,-t-Y). Finally, it loads the intensity Z and the
delta intensity, which starts the process.Every 800 ns, this
interface looks for a bus conflict. If there is none, it changes
Z, X, and Y and the new data point is written to the image
memory.
The display subsystem also contains a bit-map memory
which allows the system to write cursors and measurement
data on top of data moving in the image memory whether
it is real-time image data or data played back from tle VCR.
This memory is not quilted and only the processoraccesses
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Video Recording of Ultrasound Images
An essentialfeaturein a real-timeultrasoundimaging system
is the capabilityto store dynamic imagesfor later viewing.The
77O2OASystem produces complete scans at rates from 15 to
60 framesper second.Rawscannerdata can be storedin digital
format on a high-speeddisc system, but for most users, videotape is more practical.One videotapecassettecan store an
hour or more of ultrasoundimages inexpensively.
fhe 77O20Ais compatiblewith either Betao or VHS@video
cassette recorders (VCRs).Although originallydeveloped for
homeuse,Betaand VHSrecordersare nowavailablein industrial
versionsthat are compact,consumelittlepower,and haveexcellent review capabilities-variable-speedplayback in both forward and reverse,and improvedfreezejrame quality
In the 770204 System,the recorderhas been integratedinto
the instrument.Some of the featuresare:
r Controllingand sensingoperatingstatesof the VCR from the
ultrasoundsvstem

r
I
I
r

framenumbering
Individual
Automatictape positioning
Digitallyfreezinga recordedframe
Stabilizingthe images in slow-motionand search modes.
fhe77O2OAoutoutsnormalinterlacedvideo to the VCRsimultaneouslywith the noninterlacedvideo to the system display.
fhe 77O2OAcan be purchased with either a 30-Hz, 525-line
DisplaySubrecorder.The774OOA
recorderor a25-Hz,625-line
system(DSS)is configuredaccordingly.
One problem with recording digitallygeneratedvideo is the
fast rise time (<20 ns) of the video digitalto-analogconverter
(DAC).This producescrisp imageson TV monitorsand multiformat cameras, but some VCRs are not designed to work with
these fast rise times.The problem is the limitedbandwidththat
can be recorded at the relativelylow writing speeds in these
blackstreaksor "tails"appear
VCRs.Duringplaybackhorizontal
to the right of white spots in the image.
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Fig. 1. Vldeo signal processing.(a) Original signaloutput from the display subsystem'sdigitalto-analog converter to the VCR. (b) Signal in (a) after preemphasisand clipping in the VCR
(c) Signalafter playback. (d) Signalin (a) processed by a slew+ate limiter before going to the
VCR. (e) Signal in (d) after preemphasisand clipping in the VCR. (f) Slew+ate-limitedsignal
after playback.
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Fig. 1 shows one line from the video signal for a white object
on a gray backgroundat variouspointsin the system.The recording preemphasiscan be thoughtof as adding the first derivative
to the signal.This produceslarge overshootsat step transitions
(Fig.1b). Becauseof the limitedbandwidththat can be recorded,
the signal is tightlyclipped beforearrivingat the input to the FM
modulator.The leading edge of the white pulse is clipped but
the trailingedge is not. During playbackthis asymmetryleaves
a dc residueafter the white pulse.This producesthe horizontal
black tails in the image mentionedearlier(Fig. 1c).
To preventthis problem,the display subsystemoutput to the
VCR is slew-ratelimitedabove athreshold as shown in Fig. 1d
(i.e.,the slope cannot exceed a set value).The maximumslope
is chosen such that the overshootproduced in preemphasisis
not largeenoughto be clipped (seeFig. 1e).Thusthe undershoot
is minimizedin playback and no black tails appear (Fig. 1f).

it during the write cycle. It has two characteristics that it
shares with the image memory system. It generatestwo
72.5-MHz data streamsand it acts on Y addressinformation
from the video output card in the same manner.
Video Output Card. The output card completes the timing
of the memory system. It takes the LLA-line from the memory timing circuits on the processor card and counts line
numbers and the X positions within the lines. This timing
block then generateshorizontal and vertical slmc for both
interlaced and noninterlaced outputs (Fig. 6). These calculations are returned to the memory system as Oy (output
Y) addresslines.
Having this control is central to the operation of the card.
Considerthe interlaced S25-or 625-line rastersystem.The
total number of lines is odd so that the raster lines can be
interlaced without interrupting the continuous rate of the
horizontal sweep (seeFig. 7). This posesa problem if one
wants to createa noninterlaced output that is exactly twice
the speedof the interlaced one. Essentially,the line addresses for interlaced scanning are either a half line ahead or
a half line behind the desired line addressesfor noninterlaced scanning. To solve this problem and keep the size
of the buses on the motherboard low. a line called oypr
(output Y address plus one) is used. When activated, this
line adds a one to the addressof the even lines. The interlaced output is not affected, becauseat this time it is using
odd-line data.
The output card performs a significant amount of data
manipulation. The postprocessing RAMs act like data
translation RAMs (Fig. 6). They are loaded by the processor
under command of the 779004 Controller. Any pixel value
in image memory can be remapped into any other pixel.

Another problem appears during slow-motionplayback;the
fields do not appear equallyspaced in time. To force the fields
into approximatealignmentfor viewingthe video on an ordinary
TV monitor,new vertlcalsync pulsesare synthesizedin the VCR
to offsetthe interlacingproblem.fhe 77O2OA
must know exacily
what line the VCR is playing back. lf the synthesizedvertical
sync pulses are not positionedcorrectly,the DSS may assign
the VCR lines to the wrong lines in memory, or even worse,
interpretthe even field as odd or vice versa.
To correctthis problem,the DSSinsertsa white half line in the
first line of each field output to the VCR. During playbackthis
line is detected and used to correct the Y counter.This white
sync also carriesthe field information(encoded with phase as
in the normalverticalsvnc).
-James R. Mniece

This capability allows the system to gamma-correct data
played back from the VCR. Another aspect of the postprocessingis the character output. Intensity levelZ:31 in the
image memory is reserved for characters on the screen.
This allows the characters to remain the same brightness
regardlessof the setting of the postprocessingRAMs. When
this level is detected, a special character brightness is inserted.
After postprocessing,the data goesthrough the 625-line
format converter. When using this format, the data formatter sums two adjacent lines every five lines to form a sixth
line, creating a five-to-six conversion. This approach requires less image memory.
The last stagein the display processspeedsthe L2.5-MHz
data up to 25 MHz so that it is compatiblewith the 60-frameper-seconddisplay. While one interlaced line is output to
the VCR, the two data streamsfeed half of a four-line buffer.
The other half of the buffer outputs the previous two lines
at twice the input speed. Essentially, all timing for the
77O2OA'+display is twice that for an interlaced display.
VGR Card
To digitize the analog signal from the VCR and return
the samples to the frame store requires a number of functions in the playback circuitry (Fig. B). They include:
I AGC and dc restoration
r Analog-to-digital conversion using a sampling clock
aligned with the phase of the VCR signal
r Time-baseshifting to transfer video samplesfuom sample
clock to system clock
r Horizontal sync detection and proper X addressgeneration for input to the image memory

Fig. 6. Block diagram of video
output card for display subsystem.
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clocked with the sample clock directly to a Iatch clocked
with the system clock is attempted, the processwill not
1
necessarilymeet setup times on the receiving latch. For
example,if the sampleclock is only 45'ahead of the system
I
I
clock, there will be less than 10 ns to transfer the data.
With
clock skew problems this would be unreliable.
4
4
To circumvent this problem, two latches are used to store
6
---_*__\
alternate samples. One latch stores sample 0 for clock
periods 0 and 1 and the other latch stores sample 1 for
- - Field 1
periods 1 and 2 (see Fig. B). A multiplexer alternately
7
Field 2
selectsthe outputs of the sample clock latchesto feed the
Noninterlaced
system clock latch. The multiplexer is switched at times
lnterlaced
lmage Lines
Format
Format
(Hall Lines Blanked)
of Data
such that the samplesare available at least one half clock
cycle (+0 ns) before they are clocked into the final latch
formats. and they remain available at least one half cycle after being
Fig.7. Comparison
of interlacedandnoninterlaced
Shadedareasrepresentthe limitsof the display.
clocked into the final latch.
Horizontal sync detectionis done in a conventionalmanI Vertical sync detectionand proper Y addressgeneration ner and the detected pulse is used to synchronize the X
counter.
for input to the image memory (both 30 and zs Hz).
Vertical sync detection and Y address generation are
The signal from the VCR is digitized by a flash analog-tofunctions of the display subsystem'sVCR input cirThe
line
major
MHz.
(ADC)
at
12.5
clocked
digital converter
cuitry. Conventional vertical sync detection is used and
period of the VCR signal is very close to the system line
the detectedpulse provides for coarsesynchronization of
period and quite stable (the standard deviation of the linethe Y counter (line counter). The white-level sync comes
to-line start interval is about 10 ns). Yet the phase of the
along at the top of the image (about 20 lines after vertical
video will vary from line to line relative to the system
sync) and clearsthe line counter,providing precisevertical
clock. To ensure that the ADC samples are taken at the
positioning. The white-level sync is also used to correct
same position in every line, a special sampling clock is
the field bit. For playback of 25-H2,625-line data to the
used. This clock is the samefrequencyas the systemclock
77O2OA'simage memory, the VCR input circuitry must
(12.5 MHz) but it is aligned in phase with the horizontal
undo the five-to-six-line interpolation described earlier.
sync (and thus the image signal) at the beginning of each
This is done by simply deleting the interpolated line. A
line.
modulo-6 counter is incremented on every vertical sync
The sampling clock is generatedby multiplying the sysand every sixth line it causesthe Y counter to be halted
tem clock up to 100 MHz and then using the 100-MHz
and the digitized signal is ignored.
signal to clock a divide-by-eight counter (seeFig. B). The
divide-by-eight counter is cleared by the horizontal sync
High-Speed Search Playback
pulse and thus the phase of the 12.5-MHz output of the
edge
of
Some VCRs are capableof playback at higher speedsin
trailing
45'by
the
to
within
counter is determined
either forward or reverse. The signal becomes very dethe horizontal sync pulse (seeFig. 9).
gradedwith completesync dropoutsand time compression
The digitized samples from the ADC must be written
be
aligned
or expansion. In turn, the image produced on a video
must
into the image memory. To do this, they
monitor when the VCR is in searchmode is often severely
with the system clock. But if a sample transfer from a latch
0

--_\\__r

l--=

s

AGC and dc

System
Clock
(12.5 MHz)

Fig.8, lnput circuit for processing
VCR playback signal.
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Fig. 9. Phase alignmentof samplingclock with video
playbackfrom VCR.
degraded. There will be tearing of the displayed image
when horizontal slmc is lost, and if the signal has been
compressed or expanded in time, the monitor may lose
sync altogetheruntil its horizontal hold control is adjusted.
The VCR input circuitry is more tolerant of these video
signal distortions. Becausethe circuit is directly triggered
by the horizontal sync rather than by an AFC circuit as in
a TV monitor, it can recover from a loss of horizontal svnc
instantly with no tearing. The circuit is also more tolerant
of variations in horizontal sync period.
Power Supply
The digital subsystem's power supply consists of four
linear, low-voltage, regulated power supplies which provide a combined output power of zaow. The available
power is 5V up to 40A, 12V up to 5A, - 12V up to 1A and
- 5V up to 1A. The demand for such high power levels

Clrcuit Broakel

stems primarily from the 25-MHz and 12.5-MHz system
clock rates which dictate the use of high-speed RAMs and
severalhigh-speed Schottky TTL parts in the scanconverter
design. The overall efficiency of the power supply is typically 40%. The decision to use a conventional linear supply rather than a more efficient switching supply was made
in view of some of the notorious shortcomings of switchers
in applications that require high currents with low output
ripple and EMI (electromagnetic interference). A further
constraint in the desigrr was that the display subsystem
leakage current had to be limited to less than 1E g,A. The
choice of a linear power supply eliminated the need for
an additional isolation transformer, which would have
been required with a switching supply. The power supply
meets UL544 specifications, CSA 125 certifications, and
the IEC 601-1 and VDE requirements for EMI.
A block diagram of the DSS power supply is illustrated
in Fig. 10. The 5V supply is referencedto a stable 2.bV
voltage referencesource.The high-current capability to the
output load is provided by a pair of series-passDarlington
power transistors, Q1 and Q2, which are configured to
operate in parallel with grounded collectors. By grounding
the collectors, thermal dissipation is improved, limiting
junction temperaturesto less than 160'C in a 6SoCambient.
Hence, each transistor can provide up to 20A.
Regulation is provided by error amplifier U1, which
monitors the load voltage and compares it with a preset
voltage derived from the precision voltage reference. In
addition, current-equalizing amplifier U2 monitors the current in the 5-m0 senseresistors R1 and R2 in the emitter
paths of Qf and Q2 to ensure equal sharing of load current.
The foldback current-limiting circuit U3 sensesthe current in sense resistor R1. It forward-biases diode D1 and
removes the base drive to Q1 in the event of a short circuit
at the load. The regulated output voltage can be set as
desired over a range from 4.5V to 5.5V with a single adjustment. The load and line regulation and the output noise

Ffg. 10. Block diagramof power
supply for displaysubsystern.
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are in the millivolt range.
Commercially available monolithic IC voltage regulators
areusedto control the 72V, - 12V and - 5V supplies.They
have built-in current-limiting and thermal protection circuits. These regulators, the power Darlingtons, and the
high-cunent rectifiers are mounted on an extruded heat
sink for power dissipation. Forced-air cooling restrains the
internal temperature rise to less than 6oC.
The outputs of the individual power supplies are monitored for over/undervoltage conditions to protect both the
supply and the loads connected to it. A high-temperature
shutdown circuit monitors the power dissipation in the
heat sink (nominally 150W). If any of the monitored parameters exceedsits specified limit, then the protection circuit disconnects the display subsystemfrom the ac power
mains by tripping the circuit breaker. The missing-cycles
detectormonitors the ac power line voltage and provides
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some delay protection to the supply in the event of a
momentary line fault by inhibiting the protection circuits
from immediately tripping the circuit breaker. Additional
protection againstline transients and common-mode noise
is provided by incorporating a Faraday shield in the power
transformer design,
A final important consideration in the power supply design is powering-up the supplies in a defined sequenceto
ensure safe and reliable operation of the NMOS memory
devices in the scan converter.
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Alburger, /im L. Dovis, Dione A. Rod.riguez,ond Borbaro A.
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Control Hardware for an Ultrasound Imaging System, Richard H.
/undanian, /anet R. Accetturo, qnd Iohn N. Dukes
Ultrasound System Software, loseph M. Luszcz, Wi.lliom A.
Koppes, Dovid C. Hempsteod, ond Robert l. Kunz
Electronic Scanner for a Phased-Array Ultrasound Transducer,
Ronold D. Gatzke,/omes T. Fearnside, and Sydney M. Karp
A Mixing Scheme to Focus a Transducer Array Dynamically,
Hobert N. McKnight
Display System for Ultrasound Images, Roymond G. O'Connel.l,
/omes R. Mniece, ond Alwyn P. D'So
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Iarson, Bruce L. Ryder, ond Thomos /. Stork

October 1983
Ultrasound Imaging: An Overview, H. Edword Korrer ond Arthur
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Month

Subject
Acoustic imaging
Acoustic lens
A-to-D interface, card reader
Autopeaking

rlar

;;
Iii"
i-"::
rYrdJ

B
Bank switching, memory
Bit manipulation, handheld
calculator
Booster integrated circuit
Bresenham algorithm
B-tree
Bt-tree
Bucket Brigade
Business graphics software
Bus, internal, HP-IB
based design
Bus, memory processor

C
Calculator, handheld, computer

A

Dec.
Y"v
Iy""
Yy'
:"3'
-leo'
ii::
ttuv'
Yec'
Au8'

science

Calculator,handheld,scientific
Calibration,.electronic
Cardiacanalvsis,ultrasound
Card reader,handpulled
Card recorder, production
Cassettedrive. HP-IL
Center for Integrated Systems
Chart files
Chartmaker software packages
Chromatograph,gas
Chromatographcolumns
Clock, IC, 18-MHz
Clock; IC, 18-MHz
CMOS IC, analog plus digital
circuits

CMOS IC, card reader
cMos Ic, HPJL interface
cMosc process
Code, MFM
Code, three-level, HP-IL

May
May
Ian.
Oct.
June
June
May
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Ian.
Dec.
Aug'
Aug.
June
fune
Ian.
fan.
June
Ian.

Color graphics
Color palettes
Columns, fused silica capillary
Comparator, LCZ measurement
Compatibility, system testing
Compensation, lasermeasurements
Compilers, highJevel languages,
logic development
Complex function calculations,
handheld calculator
Complex matrix calculations,
handheld calculator
Component testing
Computer, portable
Contacts, external, VLSI
Controller, memory, VLSI
Controller, ultrasound system
cPU, 32-bit, VLSI

Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Iuly
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
May
May

Iulv
fune

Aug.
Aug.
Dec.
Aug.

D
Data acquisition/control, HP-IL
Data bases,HPMAIL
Data Iogging

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
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Data storage,cassettedrive
DC bias, programmable
Decision support graphics
software (DSG/3ooo)
Defect control, VLSI process
Delay line, summing
Design philosophy
Detector, noise power
Detector, vector ratio
Device-independent software
Digital control unit, signal
generator
Dimensional metrology
Diode noise source
Display subsystem, ultrasound
imaging
Dynamic focusing, phased
array

May

Iuly
Nov.
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Apr.
Iuly
Nov.
May
Apr.
Apr.
Dec.
Oct./Dec.

E
Oct.lDec.
Echocardiography
Electronic flow control, GC
lan.
Feb.
Electronic mail
Electronics system, portable
computer
June
EMI, HP-IL
lan.
Emulators,16-bitmicroprocessors Mar.
Equivalent circuit model,
Oct.
ultrasound transducer
Error processing,ultrasound
Dec.
system
ESD,HP-IL
lan.
ESD protection, portable computer fune
Apr.
Excessnoise ratio (ENRJ
Apr.
Exerciser,mass storage

F
Dec.
Fiber optics, GC columns
Nov.
Figure files
Feb.
File system,HPToolset
File system, portable computer
fune
Feb.
Files, multiversion
Aug.
Finstrate, fabrication
Apr.
Flatness measurement
Flow control, gas chromatograph
]an.
Oct./Dec.
Focusing,dynamic,
Dec.
Fused silica capillary columns
Aug.
Fusing,polysilicon link

G
Gain measurement
Gas chromatography
Gas chromatography, fused
silica columns for
Graphics, color workstation
Graphics, laser printer
Graphics software, business
Graphics tablet

Apr.
Jan./Dec.
Dec.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.Allov.

H
Handler, component, interface
Iuly
Head, magnetic, assembly
May{une
HP 9000 Computer
Aug.
HPDESKMANAGER (formerly
HPMAIL)
Feb.
HPDRAW
Nov.
HPEASYCHART
Nov.
HP-IB, internal bus design
Dec.
HPJL. Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop
Jan.
HP-IL instruments
Feb.
HPJL peripheral, cassettedrive
May
HPJL system,HP-75
fune
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Feb.
Feb.

HPMAIL
HPToolset

I
IC processing,CMOSC
Jan'
Aug.
IC processing, NMOS-il
Apr.
IF assembly, noise figure meter
Oct./Dec.
Imaging, ultrasound
Oct.
Image quality, ultrasound
Instruction set, HP-75
fune
Feb.
Instruction set, FIP 34214
Aug.
Instruction set, 32-bit CPU
Instrument control, handheld
Feb.
computer
Nov.
Integrated Systems,Center for
Nov.
Integration, software packages
Intensity measurement,ultrasound Oct.
Interconnectsystem,FIP-IL
Jan.
Interface, component handler
Julv
Interface, digital serial
Jan.
Dec.
Interface, stripchart recorder
Interface,telephone,HPJL
June
Apr.
Interferometer system, laser
Mar.
Intermodule bus
Nov.
Intrinsics, graphics
Mar.
Inverse assembler
Mar.
Inverse assembly language
Apr.
Iodine-stabilized laser

K
Dec.

Keyboardscanning
KLM model, ultrasound
transducer

Oct.

L
Laboratory Notebook: Mass storage
exerciser
Laser measurement system
Laser printer graphics
Latch-up, CMOS
LCZ meters
Lens, acoustic,design
Leveling system, sample and hold
Link, polysilicon, VLSI RAM
Localization,softwarepackages
Logic operations, handheld
calculator
LU decomposition, matrices

Apr.
Apr.
Nov.
Ian.
IuIy
Oct.
May
Aug.
Nov.
May
May

M
Machine tool calibration
Mail, electronic
Master/slavecells, scanner
Matrices, singular
Matrix calculations, handheld
calculator
Measurement system, Iogic
development system
Medical instrumentation
Memory, bank-switched
Memory system, 32-bit, VLSI
Memory, ultrasound imaging
Message frame, HP-IL
Metallization, VLSI

Apr.
Feb.
Dec.
May
May
Mar.
Oct./Dec.
Dec.
Aug.
Dec.
lan.
Aug.

Mixing, phased-arrayphase
Dec.
shifting
M-mode imaging, ultrasound
Oct./Dec.
Model, laser interferometer
optics
Apr.
Aug.
Module, Memory/Processor
Motor drive system, design
May
Multif requency measurements
Irrly
Feb.
Multimeter, digital, HP-IB

Multimeter, digital, HP-IL
Multiple CPU architecture

Feb.
Aug.

N
NMOS-il process
Noise figure meter
Noise figure theory
Noise source
Noise temperature
Nonlinearity, interferometer

o
Obstetric analysis, ultrasound
Office automation, electronic mail
Optical system,laser
interferometer
Oven, gas chromatograph

Aug.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Oct.
Feb.
Apr.
]an.

P
Packaging,portable computer
fune
Aug.
Packaging,VLSI
Sept.
PAINTBRUSH/3OOO
Parallel operation, data analyzer
Iulv
Apr'
Parallelism measurement
Parametertesting, digital
Iulv
Pellicles,VLSI photoAug'
lithography
Oct./Dec.
Phased-arraytransducer
Aug.
Photolithography, NMOSJII
Physician'sview, ultrasound
Oct.
systems
Sept.
Pick, CRT graphics
Sept.
Picturecreator(PAINTBRUSH)
Apr.
Pitch measurement
pnp, electronic
June
Polar-to-rectangularcoordinate
Oct.
conversion
Sept.
Polygon area fill
Apr.
Position measurement
Sept.
Power supply, CRT terminal
Power supply, data generator/
analyzer
July
Power supply, display subsystem Dec.
Sept.
PRESENTATION/3oOo
Presentation graphics software Sept./llov.
Pressuretransducer, GC
Ian.
bus
Sept.
Processor-independent
Aug.
Processor,VO, VLSI
Apr.
Production equipment, laser
Feb.
Programming aid (HPToolset)
Nov.
Proiection,DSG/3000
Pulse/function generators,
20 and 50 MHz
June
Pulse generator, 50 MHz
June
May
Pulse generator, RF
May
Pulse iniection
May
Pulse modulation system
Pulse transformer, interface
electronics
Ian.
Pulse width generator (Rate ICJ
June

o

Queue processing,internal bus

Dec.

R
RAM, 128-bit,VLSI
Rangedetection, Iogic state
analysis
Rate integrated circuit
Redundancy, VLSI RAM
Refractory metallization, VLSI

Aug'
Mar.
fune
Aug.
Aug.

Register map, HP-IL interface IC
Relative error, complex functions
Restriction, DSG/3000
ROM/RAM intrinsics strategy

Ian.
May
Nov.
Sept.

S
Safety, ultrasound intensity
levels
Sample point, programmable
Scanner, ultrasound system
Self-describing (SD) files
Servo, velocity control
Signal generator, synthesized,
2-26.5GHz
Sine shaper (Booster IC)
Slope generator (Snake IC)
Snake integrated circuit
Software analyzer subsystem
Software, data acquisition/control
Software, performance overview
Software, ultrasound system
Sorting, DSG/3000
Speckle, coherent, ultrasound
image
Stanford University, Center for
Integrated Systems
State analysis subsystem
State diagrams, IIP-[
Step-recovery diode bias
Storagecell, VLSI RAM
Substrate,multilayer
Synthesized signal generator,
2-26.5GHz

Oct.
Iuly

Dec.
Nov.
May
May
June
fune
Iune
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Mar.
Ian.
May
Aug.
Aug.

U

T
Tablet, graphics
Sept./Nov.
Task management system
Dec.
Terminal, color graphics
Sept.
Terminal software, logic
development system
Mar.
Testing, automated, VLSI
parameter
July/Aug.
Testing, on-chip capability
Aug.
TGC (time gain compensation) Oct./Dec.
32-bit computer system
Aug.
Timing analyzer
July
Timing analyzer subsystem
Mar.
Timing chip (RateIC)
fune
TN{/frame card
Dec.
Transducer design, phasedarray
Oct.
Transducer, ultrasound
Oct./Dec.
Transformation, DSG/30O0
Nov.
Transformation matrices,
HPDRAW
Nov.
Transport system, electronic mail
Feb.
Transport mechanism, cassettedrive May
Triggering, data generator/analyzer Iulv
Tri-state pod
Iuly
Trucks, master and slave
Feb.
TSAM (HPToolsetfile accessmethod) Feb.
Tungsten, IC metal process
Aug.
Tuning, automatic, YlG-tuned
multiplier
May
Two-layer resist process
Aug.

Ultrasound intensity, definitions
and measurement
Oct.
Ultrasound, radiated power
Oct.
Ultrasound system, medical
Oct./Dec.
Ultrasound transducer,
fabrication
Oct.
University research, industry
support
Nov.

v
Valve, flow control, GC
VCR, ultrasound system
Vector list
Vector ratio detector
Vector-to-raster conversion
Video processing
Video recording, ultrasound
images
VLSI process, NMOS-III
Voltage generation, analog

Ian.
Oct./Dec.
Sept.
luly
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Aug.
Iuly

w
Workspace, HPToolset
Workstation, color graphics
Workstation, design

Feb.
Sept.
Mar.

Y
Yield improvement, VLSI
YlG-tuned multiplier, 2-26.5 GHz

Aug.
May

May
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FIP-11C
HP-15C
HP-16C
HP.41
FIP-75
HP9000
3468
2700
3056DL
342t11
34684
34784
414s4
4276l.
42774
5508,{
55184
55284
57904
58804
81114
87721^
8116,{
8180A'
8181A
81824
86734
89704
7075t4
70752l107534
107664
to770A

Calculator
Scientific Prograrnmable
Calculator
ProgrammableCalculator
Handheld Computer
PortableComputer
Computer
NoiseSource
Color Graphics Workstation
DataLogging System
DataAcquisition/Control Unit
Multimeter
Multimeter
Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer
LCZMeter
LCZMeter
MeasurementDisplay
LaserHead
LaserMeasurementSystem
GasChromatograph
GasChromatograph
Pulse/Function Generator
PulseGenerator
Pulse/Function Generator
DataGenerator
Extender
DataAnalyzer
SynthesizedSignal Generator
Noise Figure Meter
Air Sensor
Material Temperature Sensor
Tripod
Linear Interferometer
Angular Interf erometer

Ian.
May
May
Feb.
June
Aug.
Apr.
Sept.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
July
Iulv
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
fan.
Ian.
fune
fune
June
July
July

Iulv

May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr'
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

to772A
to773A
70774N75A
707764
to777A
707844
107854
r7726l.
132737
160644
19091
193064,/B/C
272004
2t2054
272064
272704
2r2r7A
3270A4
321094
321104
322504
323504
365704
36583
444684
55280A
552884
64100,{
641104
641554
642714
64302r\

TurningMirror
FlatnessMirror
StraightnessReflector
StraightnessAccessoryKit
Optical Square
Base
Postand Height Adjuster
ServiceSupportKit
DataTablet
Comparator/Handlerbrterface
Fused Silica Capillary Columns
Electronic Flow Controller/
PressureRegulator
2.S-MHzTransducer
3.S-MHzTransducer
3.S-MHzTransducer
5.0-MHz Transducer
5.0-MHzTransducer
HPDRAW
HPEASYCHART
BusinessGraphicsPackage
DSG/3000
HPToolset
HPMAIL
26804 GraphicsPackage
DataAcquisition/Control
PackageROM
Linear MeasurementKit
Dimensional Metrology
Analysis System
Development Station
Development Station
Memory Controller
Emulation Controller
48-ChannelAnalyzer
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Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr'
Apr'
Apr.
Apr.
May
Sept.
July
Dec.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
Feb.
Apr.
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64600s
64620s
770206
772004
774004
779004

TimingAnalyzer
Logic State/Software Analyzer
Ultrasound Imaging System
Scanner
Display Subsystem
Controller

Mar.
Mar.
Oct./Dec.
Oct.lDec.
Oct./Dec.
Oct.lDec.

82160A
82161A
821664
82166C
82168A
922338

HP-IL InterfaceModule
Digital CassetteDrive
HP-IL Converter
HPJL InterfaceKit
Acoustic Coupler
Book

Jan.
May{une
Ian.
Ian.
fune
fulyAJov.
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Abraham, Howard E.
Accettura, )anet R.
Alburger, John R.
Andrews, Charles W.
Arnold, Thomas f.
Augenblick, Kurt B.

Aug.
Dec.
Sept.
Sept.
fune
Ian.

Baker, Tamara C.
Balazer, Stanley A.
Baldwin, Richard R.
Bame,Paul D.
Banks, Lawrence W.
Bartlett, Keith G.
Becker,fosef
Behrens, Klaus-Peter
Berkel, Werner
Beucler,Dale R.
Beyers,JosephW.
Bircher, Carolyn M.
Blazek, Otakar
Boelzer, Kenneth D.
Bowlin, Stan W.
Bratnober, fames C.
Brooks, Elizabeth
Bunting, Harry
Burkhart, Kevin P.
Burns, Christopher
Burns, Robert R.
Buskirk, William A.

Nov.
Sept.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Aug.
July
Iuly
July
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
Sept.
Mar.
Nov.
fune
Apr.
Aug.
Apr.
Sept.
May

Casale,Michael A.
Chambers,Donald R.
Conrad, Richard f.
Cox, Rick M.
Cusack,J. Edwin

Fucetola,foseph P.
Fulghum, Kipper K.
Fuller, Ian f.

Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

Gardner, Deane A.
Gardner, Frederick H.
Gatzke,Ronald D.
Gilson, Charles W.
Glitzke. Carlton E.
Goodwin, Bryce S., Jr.
Gross, Fred I.
Grote, Richard H.
Hackleman, David E.
Hall, Lawrence A.
Hammer, Mark E.
Hanlon, Mark
Hanna, John E.
Harper, Steven L.
Hart, lohn T.
Heinz, William W.
Hempstead,David C.
Hendrickson, Norman E.
Hentschel, Christian
Hillis, Gary L.
Hoecker, Kenneth R.
Hribner, Ulrich
Hunt, Barry F.

Apr.
Nov.
Dec.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Apr.
Ian.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Mar.
Ian.
Oct.
May
Dec.
Aug.
June
Aug.
June
July
Oct.

Ikemoto, Jin-ichi

Apr.

Ian.
Apr.
Oct.
Apr.
Jan.

laffe, William S.
Johnson,Dean R.
Johnson, Horace R., fr.
|ohnson, Norman L.
fundanian, Richard H.

Aug.
June
Ian.
Ian.
Dec.

Davis,fim L.
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Dietze, Martin
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Dryden, Paul C.
D'Sa, Alwyn P.
Dukes,fohn N.
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Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
Sept.
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Sept.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.

Karp, Sydney M.
Karrer. H. Edward
Kessler,Daniel D.
Kible, Dieter
Kinicki. Rachel M.
Kohlhardt, Charlie G.
Koppes,William A.
Kunz, Robert J.
Kyo, Takeshi

Dec.
Oct.
Aug.
July
Oct.
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.
July

Eberle, Volker
Elkins, Alexander O.
Evett, Eric A.

June
Aug.
May

Fearnside,JamesT.
Fei, Fung-Sun
Fiasconaro,fames G.
Fisher, GeorgeA.
Fleming, fames H.
Fleischer, Michael
Fogg, O. Douglas
Forsyth, Mark A.

Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Ian.
fune
Aug.
Aug.

Lage, Craig S.
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Landgraf, Thomas K.
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Larsen, Hugh C.
Larson,John D., III
Larson,Paul A.
Larson, Ronald K.
Leavitt. Steven C.
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Leonard.David F.
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Livengood, Robert J.
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fune
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Aug.
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Sept.
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Aug.
Apr.
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Aug.
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FusedSilica CapillaryGolumnsfor
GasChromatography
Here'showcollaborative
researchbetweenHP'schemical
analysisand optoelectronicslaboratories
createda vastly
superiorGC column.
by Paul A. Larson,Bruce L. Ryder,and ThomasJ. Stark
EMARKABLE THINGS can happen when unrelated
technologies intersect. Investigation into quartz fiber
optics by Hewlett-Packard Laboratories and chemical analysis researchat HP's Avondale, Pennsylvania Division led to the developmentof a fused silica capillary column used in gas chromatography. Compared to the previously available packed or capillary columns made of either
stainlesssteelor glass,fused silica capillary columns have
vastly improved column-to-column reproducibility, resolution, and retention characteristics.Other benefits include
the elimination of spontaneous column breakage,a highly
inert inner-column surface, a wide dynamic temperature
range, and rinsability.
The first columns made by HP Laboratories using fiber
optics techniques were made of fused quartz. Later, fused
silica was found to be superior. Since 1979,when the first
fused silica capillary columns were introduced by HP, the
technology has been refined and the list of available columns has been expanded.
This article summarizesthe development of this technology, going back to its beginnings for a look at the early
promising results, and then describing the present state of
the art and the trends that mav determine the future.
The Activity Problem
Gas chromatography (GC) separatesa mixture of chemicals into its individual components.A stream of inert gas
carries a vaporized sample through a column containing a
nonvolatile chemical called the stationary phase. Those
components of the sample with little or no affinity for the
stationary phase remain in the gaseous state and pass
through the column quickly. Other components may interact with the stationary phase and be temporarily removed from the gas stream; their passagethrough the column will be retarded by various amounts depending on
their affinities. If the affinity is too great,some components
may never emerge from the column. Thus the time from
sample injection to component appearance-the retention
time-is characteristic of the component identity, assuming that the column, gas velocity, temperature, and a few
other parameters are held constant,l
The analytical chemist wants the only interactions
within the column to be those between the sample components and the stationary phase. The column tubing should
play no part, other than to support the stationary phase
and to direct the gas stream from the point of injection to

the point of detection. But in the real world, column tubing
is far from inert. Interactions with sample components lead
to band-spreadingof the componentsand lossof resolution,
irreversible adsorption of components, catalytic decomposition of some materials, and other interferences with the
analysis process.
The first capillary columns were made of stainless-steel
hypodermic needle stock. These were satisfactory for
nonactive components such as hydrocarbons, but for little
else. Other metals were not much better. Glass capillary
tubing, made by drawing standard laboratory tubing down
to capillary dimensions, proved to be a much lower-activity
material. However, inert as glassis (relative to the metals),
it is still too active for many compounds. The culprit seems
to be metal ions from the glass ingredients which can form
active sites at the glass surface. An enormous amount of
researchhas gone into etching, leaching, coating, reacting,
and other techniques intended to remove, conceal, or otherwise deactivatethese sites. Most of the work has been done
on soda-lime or borosilicate glasses,since these are the
types most commonly found in the laboratory. The results
have been, in general, disappointing and difficult to reproduce.
In 1978,HP's Avondale Division begana study of other
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Fig. 1. Three steps m the production of a refractive index
gradient along the radius of an optical fiber. For gas chromatography columns, the first two operations are omitted.
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Fig. 2. Reproductionsof original chromatogramscomparing
the first fused quartz columns with the best previously available columns in a mercaptan analysis.
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types of glass to see if any of these offered advantagesfor
GC work. Since the equipment then used to draw glass
capillaries was quite unsophisticated, three engineersvisited HP Laboratories to examine their quartz fiber optics
drawing equipment.
One of the standard ways to produce a refractive-index
gradient along the radius of an optical fiber is shown in
Fig. 1. A hollow tube of the material (the preform) is coated
on the inside with a dopant of some sort. The preform is
heated to collapse the tube into a solid bar; during this
stage the dopant diffuses into the material. Finally, the
collapsed preform is drawn into a fiber of the required
diameter.
The Avondale engineersreasonedthat if the doping and
collapsing operations could be omitted, this equipment
should be usable for making capillary tubing. Did the HP
Labs people think this possible? They did. Would they
make some tubing for Avondale to study? They would try.
The first batch of fused quartz capillary tubing arrived in
Avondale one month later.
The First Fused Quafiz Golumn
Since silicone rubbers are the workhorses of gaschromatography, one of them was selected as the stationary phase
for the first column prepared from the IIP Labs fused quartz
tubing. The next four days were probably the noisiest
period in the history of Avondale R&D, as the remarkable
properties of the new tubing became evident. Everyone
wanted to try difficult-to-analyzesamples,and discussions
of results were loud and enthusiastic.
Some idea of the excitement can be gathered from Figs.
2,3, and 4, where the quartz capillary is compared with
glass capillaries. These are reproductions of some of the
first chromatograms ever made with a fused quartz capillary column (the original chromatograms tue no longer in
presentable condition). Note that this is the first quartz
capillary column ever made at Avondale and that the glass
columns were the best available at the time.
Along with their foul odor, mercaptans(Fig. 2) are notorious for being difficult to analyze by gas chromatography.
They are highly polar compounds and interact strongly
with any active sites on the column. With a soft-glasscolumn, peaks are so deformed that identification is quite
uncertain. Borosilicate yields identifiable peaks, but they
are not suitable for quantitative work. With the quartz column, the laboratory notebook comments "Peak shape and
symmetry is outstanding!!Have never seensuch good performance on mercaptans!"
The phenols in Fig. 3 are classified as priority pollutants
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
The sample contains 11 components.Sevenof thesewere
found using the borosilicate column; ten appeared with
the quartz column.
Antiepileptic drugs are very active,with complex chemical structures and functional groups that interact strongly
with column materials. To analyze these drugs, it is standard practice to use an assortment of reagentsto block the
active functional groups so that they will not interfere with
the analysis. Since the quartz column seemed so inactive,
it was decided to try to analyze nonblocked drugs. Fig. 4
shows the very good results obtained with nanogram
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amounts of these drugs, results that had never been
achieved with such low levels on capillary columns.
Capillary columns contain very little stationary phase,
typically a few hundred micrograms per meter of length.
If this material is lost or damagsfl, the column is useless.
Any surface activity on the inside of the tubing can cause
the stationary phase to degrade into small volatile compounds. If the column is overheated, this reaction speeds
up (each rise of 30"C approximately doubles the reaction
rate) and the volatile products are swept out of the column.
Fig. 5 illustrates the very low surfaceactivity of the fused
quartz. When the column is heated up, the degradation
products from the stationar5r phase cause a rise in the
baseline. This is inevitable, but how much of it can be
tolerated? Based on the results of these cbromatograms,
the maximum operating temperature for this stationary
phase is above 30O"Cfor quartz tubing, but less than ZB0"C
if borosilicate tubing is used.
Some llechanical tatters
Glass columns, after being drawn down to the required
diameter, are passed tluough a heated curved tube. This
softens the glass enough so that it can be formed into a
coil. The curvature makes it possible to fit the column into
the instrument, but it is necessaryto straighten the ends

N

frg.3- Reproductionsof original
chrcmatogramsshowinghow the
first fused quart columnsfound
tenof theelevenphenolsin a sample while the g/ass columntound
only seven.
of the coil before it can be attached to the rest of the
chromatographic system.
Fused quartz has a softening temperature of about
16OO"C,compared to 550"C for borosilicate glass. Forming
a coilfrom the fused quartz capillarybybendingit is simply
not practical. Even if it were, the high softening temperafure
would make straightsning of the ends very difficult.
Some earlier workers had investigated fused quartz, but
concluded that it would not ma.kea good column material
becauseit was much too brittle. However, that tubing had
relatively thick walls. Its cross section resembled a rather
thick bar with a small hole down the center. Since brittleness is proportional to the fourth power of the outside
diamg1s1,the GC engineers realized that if the wall thickness could be reduced, it might be feasible to simply wrap
the inherently straight tubing around a basket of some sort
which would fit inside the GC oven.
Fig. 6 is a cross section of the fust batch of fused quartz
tubing. Wall thickness is comparableto the inside diameter.
The silicone rubber coating on the outside protects the
surface from scratches,which would cause stressconcentration and rapid failure of the material on flexing. Fig. Z
illustrates the flexibility of the resulting columns.
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From Fused Quartz to Fused Silaca
The design team experimented with different materials
to improve the initial results. One change was from fused
quartz to fused silica. Fused quartz is made from the mineral quartz and contains significant amounts of aluminum
and iron (about100 ppm of each).Fusedsilica, on the other
hand, is made from purified silicon tetrachloride. This gas
is fed to an oxygen/hydrogen flame where it is hydrolyzed
to silicon dioxide and simultaneously fused. The fused
silica contains less than 1 ppm of aluminum and iron.
Although it is considerably more expensive,it yields tubing
with much lower surface activity. The added expense for
the raw material of fused silica tubing is largely offset by
an increased yield of high-quality capillary tubing.
The silicone rubber initially used to protect the outside
column wall from scratches has a temperature limit near
250'C. This is about 100otoo low for chromatographic purposes.A number of alternate coatings with higher temperature limits were investigated. A polyimide resin was chosen and a satisfactorycoating processdeveloped.
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Fig. 4. Fused quartz column perlormance on a sample containing antiepileptic drugs. Ihese resu/fs had never before
been achieved with such low concentrationson capillary coL
umns.

lnside the Column
Fused silica is not totally inert, although it comes rather
close.Becausethere is so little residual activity, it is quite
difficult to deactivate that last trace' Extensive research
has been done at Avondale and elsewhereto find the most
effective approach to this problem. We now use a high-temperature silanization process, in which the residual active
sites are converted to inactive methyl ether structures.
A truly inert material has one serious flaw, it is very
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Fig. 5. Reproductions of chromatograms showing the low surface activity of the first fused
quartz columns. Maximum oper ating temperature was over 30AC
comoared with lessthan 280"Cfor
g/ass.

the low volatility that any phase must have. However, they
are still soluble in appropriate solvents. If cross links are
introduced between these long chains of atoms, a three-dimensional structure is formed. This structure is even less
volatile than the original material, but more important, it
cannot dissolve in anything without breaking some of the
cross links.
The HP GC columns use cross-linked stationary phases
that escape very slowly when overheated. They can be
cleaned thermally and can even be washed with solvents
without damaging the columns.
Where We Are Now
Hewlett-Packard produces several lines of fused silica
capillary columns. The High Performance columns have
approximately 200-micrometer inside diameters and come
in various lengths. The stationary phases are cross-linked
to reduce volatility and permit solvent washing when

Fig,6. Crosssectionof the firstfusedquartzcolumns.lnside
diametetis 150p,m.Outsidediameterof the quadztubeis
189tm.
difficult to wet the surface (have you ever tried to paint
Teflon'* ?). This limits the variety of stationary phasesthat
can be supplied in fused silica columns. Fortunately, the
very nirlrow peaks produced by these columns allow separations to be made that could not be done using the same
stationary phase in a packed (broad peaks) column. There
is no need for the very wide selection of stationary phases
that were developed for packed columns. However, work
continues on broadening the selection of phases that can
be offered.
As mentioned earlier, there is very little stationary phase
inside a capillary column, perhaps a few hundred micrograms per meter, Even a rather moderate overheating of
the column can drive off a substantial fraction of this material; some of it is inevitably lost even in very careful
operation. To complicate this problem, many samples contain high-boiling-point materials that remain on the column, gradually changing its characteristics. With packed
columns, which contain a lot of stationary phase,this spurious material can be baked out. But the process would destroy a capillary column by driving off its small supply of
stationary phase.
Two generalapproacheshave been made to this problem.
One is to bond the stationary phase to the silica surface
chemically. The other, the one used by Avondale, is to
convert the stationary phase into a nonvolatile, insoluble
material inside the column.
Practically all stationary phases are pol5rmers, often
silicones of various types. These very long molecules give

Flg.7. Flexibilityof the fused quartz columns.
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needed. Chromatographic efficiency (ability to produce
narrow peaks) is guaranteed.
The Ultra columns are similar, but provide even higher
efficiency. tn addition, they have exceptional retentiontime reproducibility from column to column.
One oblection to the use of capillary columns is their
lack of sample capacity. This is the amount of sample that
a column will accept and process witlout peak distortion
caused by "flooding" of the stationary phase. Since capillaries have much less stationary phase per unit length than
packedcolumns, they are more subjectto sample overload'
The new Series 53op columns address this problem.
They have a wide (for a capillary colu-n) inside diameter
and accept a large emount of stationary phase. Snmple
capacity is comparableto that of a packed column. Separating power is less than for a narrow-bore capillary, but is
better than that of a packed column because of the simplicity of the intemal structure and the absence of a packing
material. They are made of fused silica, with all the advantages of tlat material.
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